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Abstract
The thesis consists of three chapters which focus on two broad topics,
applying machine learning in finance (Chapters 1 and 2) and extracting
implied information from options (Chapter 3).
In Chapter 1, I combine the data-driven approach from the machine
learning community and economic theory from the finance community to
design a deep neural network to estimate the implied volatility surface.
Chapter 2 is a second example of applying machine learning in finance.
Yang et al. [2017] proposes a gated neural network for pricing European
call options. Yang et al. [2017] is rewritten in this chapter using the general
framework introduced in Chapter 1.
In Chapter 3, I provide a solution to the following question. Is there
any flexible implementation framework to derive the conditional risk neu-
tral density of any arbitrary period of return and calculate corresponding
statistics, namely, implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis
from option prices? I solve this problem by proposing a framework com-
bining implied volatility surface and Automatic Di↵erentiation [Rall, 1981,
Neidinger, 2010, Griewank and Walther, 2008, Baydin et al., 2015].
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Introduction
The thesis consists of three chapters which focus on two broad topics,
applying machine learning in finance (Chapters 1 and 2) and extracting
implied information from options (Chapter 3).
In Chapter 1, I combine the data-driven approach from the machine
learning community and economic theory from the finance community to
design a deep neural network to estimate the implied volatility surface. I
propose a framework on how to design a deep learning network combined
with economic assumptions. This approach can be used for any modelling
purpose rather than just modelling the implied volatility surface. The
empirical experiments show that our model has better performance, in-
sample and out-of-sample, than the benchmark model.
Chapter 2 is a second example of applying machine learning in finance.
Yang et al. [2017] proposes a gated neural network for pricing European
call options. They integrate assumptions of a valid call option surface from
classical mathematical finance literature into neural network as inductive
bias. Yang et al. [2017] is rewritten in this chapter using the general frame-
work introduced in Chapter 1. The neural network model outperforms ex-
isting learning-based and some mathematical finance models, and comes
with guarantees about the economic rationality of its outputs.
In Chapter 3, I provide a solution to the following question. Is there
any flexible implementation framework to derive the conditional risk neu-
tral density of any arbitrary period of return and calculate corresponding
statistics, namely, implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis
from option prices? I solve this problem by proposing a framework com-
bining implied volatility surface and Automatic Di↵erentiation [Rall, 1981,
Neidinger, 2010, Griewank and Walther, 2008, Baydin et al., 2015]. The
framework exhibits the following features.
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• It is flexible to change the implied volatility surface model without
changing the main programming code. This is achieved by intro-
ducing Automatic Di↵erentiation. Construction of an arbitrage-free
implied volatility surface is a well-studied research area and new mod-
els are still coming out. Switching between these models to select the
best one is clearly an advantage.
• The conditional risk neutral density of arbitrary period of return,
for example, weekly, monthly or quarterly, can be derived from the
framework on each trading day. Furthermore, daily time series of
implied variance, skewness and kurtosis with respect to the return
distribution is readily computed.
With the help of the above framework to construct the implied informa-
tion, I test the hypothesis whether predictability of variance risk premium
on S&P500 index return still holds for shorter frequency, say weekly, bi-
weekly or triweekly. This question will be of interest to practitioners as
if the predictability exists, short term trading strategy can be designed.
Furthermore, if the predictability exits, this will be an example demon-
strating that the short term options, which are ignored by academic are
worth studying [Andersen et al., 2017]. Furthermore, I also explore an
interesting question as to whether di↵erent weekdays, which are used to
define weekly return and weekly variance risk premium, will influence the
predictive power.
From the regression results, we conclude that the weekly frequency re-
sults are more informative than biweekly and triweekly as only Wednesday
is not significant if the alpha level is 5%. For biweekly and triweekly re-
sults, only two out of five days are significant and these weekdays are not
the same. This raises an interesting question as to whether there exists
a weekday e↵ect which influences the predictive power of the short-term
variance risk premium. The monthly and quarterly results are consistent
with the literature [Bollerslev et al., 2009, Carr and Wu, 2009, Bollerslev
et al., 2011, Bondarenko, 2014, Xiao and Zhou, 2015]. This analysis allows
us to conclude that the framework is useful in constructing the implied
information for prediction purposes.
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Chapter 1
Neural Network for Implied
Volatility Surface: Bayesian
alike Design Approach
1.1 Introduction
The implied volatility surface (IVS) is one of the most important con-
cepts in mathematical finance. The implied volatility is defined as the
inverse problem of option pricing, mapping from the current market price
to a single number, which is the volatility parameter of the underlying
process in the Black-Scholes model [Black and Scholes, 1973a]. Although
the assumptions in the Black-Scholes model can be criticised due to the
fact that real-world distributions are often fat-tailed and asymmetric, the
Black-Scholes formula is still popular in industry as it provides a conve-
nient mapping from the price space to the implied volatility space. When
the variation of implied volatility is plotted against option strikes and time
to maturity, it is referred to as the implied volatility surface.
The implied volatility surface is widely studied by academics and practi-
tioners. For any fixed time instance, one can observe a non-flat IVS which is
contrary to the constant volatility assumption in the Black-Scholes model.
If we fix the time to maturity, the implied volatility slice exhibits skew
or smile pattern which results from the non-normality of the conditional
risk neutral density of the underlying return. If we fix the option strike,
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the IVS provides the information about the term structure of the implied
volatility at that particular strike. The combination of skew or smile and
the term structure of implied volatility on the IVS reveals how the condi-
tional risk neutral density of the underlying return varies across strikes and
time to maturity. Furthermore, the level and shape of IVS are changing
every day [Cont and Da Fonseca, 2002] which also provide the evolution of
conditional risk neutral density of underlying return. These features of the
IVS inspire academics to model the IVS directly rather than the option
prices.
Modelling the IVS may not be as easy as it looks as the constructed
IVS may not be arbitrage free. This will cause problems for practitioners.
Market makers need an arbitrage-free IVS to provide quotes for illiquid or
not listed options. Pricing models for exotic options are usually calibrated
against a valid IVS. To calculate the risk profile of an option portfolio, a
valid IVS needs to be constructed to define the loss events.
To solve the above problems, a great deal of literature is devoted toward
constructing an arbitrage-free IVS. Homescu [2011] provides a complete
review on methodologies for constructing the IVS. There are mainly two
groups of methods. The first group is an indirect method in the sense that
IVS is derived from other models rather than modelled explicitly. It in-
cludes local volatility models, stochastic volatility models and levy models
[Heston, 1993a, Merton, 1976, Kou, 2002] The main problem for this group
is that models normally dont have a su cient number of parameters to fit
the market data. Although time dependent parameters can be introduced,
this will lead to much di culty with regard to computational time and
optimisation. The second group is called a direct method because the IVS
is explicitly specified. In direct methods, there are two distinct ways for
modelling the IVS. The first approach specifies the dynamics of the IVS
and assumes it evolves continuously over time [Carr and Wu, 2010]. The
second approach pays attention to the static representation of the IVS,
either parametric or non-parametric.
The static representation of the IVS attracts the attention of many
researchers. These methods do not consider the evolution of the under-
lying like stochastic volatility models but find some parametric or non-
parametric models to fit the implied volatility surface. As the implied
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volatility surface is modelled directly, these methods normally have better
quality in terms of fitting the market data than stochastic volatility models.
They do not tell us anything about the dynamics of the implied volatil-
ity surface. However, they do provide a snapshot of the current market
situation.
One of the most popular methods in industry, the stochastic-volatility-
inspired (SVI) model, is proposed by Gatheral [2004] to model the implied
volatility slice for a fixed time to maturity. Gatheral and Jacquier [2014]
updates the model SVI [Gatheral, 2004] to surface SVI (SSVI). It has sim-
ple representations than SVI in terms of conditions for no static arbitrage.
Kotz et al. [2013] construct an arbitrage-free implied volatility surface by
introducing a quadratic deterministic volatility function. The arbitrage
conditions are forced through two minimisation problems related to the
volatility function.
Corlay [2013] employ B-splines to construct an arbitrage-free implied
volatility surface and a new calibration method is proposed for sparse op-
tion data. Itkin [2015] proposes a non-parametric method to model the
implied volatility surface using polynomials of sigmoid functions. However,
arbitrage-free conditions are held only at the nodes of discrete strike-expiry
space.
Although there are many di↵erent approaches to model the IVS, they
come mainly from mathematical finance or finance literature. This paper,
instead, models the IVS using deep learning inspired from the machine
learning literature. Deep learning is a re-branding of neural networks.
In this paper, these two names are interchangeable. One motivation for
picking up deep learning to solve the IVS problem is the observation that
increasing number of quotes are available from exchanges (see Figures 1.4
and 1.5). It might be interesting to find a straightforward model to increase
the model capacity (number of parameters) to cope with the growing num-
ber of data. This will be more convincing if high frequency option data is
available. Second, the advance of computer technology, especially parallel
computing on CPUs and GPUs, and availability of new optimization al-
gorithms make deep learning applicable (eg fitting quickly and e ciently)
and very popular these days. Therefore, both facts make it worth revisiting
the IVS modelling problem using deep learning. In our data sample, there
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are 5116 trading days. On each trading day, we train a IVS using deep
learning. This requires a huge amount of computation. It might run more
than one month if it is done on a single pc even with parallel programming
on GPU. We employ the HPC (High Performance Computing) provided
by Imperial College London and make this research possible and get the
result in a day.
Recently, we have seen machine learning is becoming increasingly pop-
ular. It is mainly served as a method for complex pattern recognition from
a large amount of data or making intelligent decisions based on big data.
It includes three main categories, supervised learning, unsupervised learn-
ing and reinforcement learning [Hastie et al., 2001, Bishop, 2006, Barber,
2012, Murphy, 2012]. Extensively implemented in a large variety of do-
mains such as biology and computer science, machine learning can also be
employed to solve finance problems.
Gavrishchaka [2006] proposes a boosting-based framework for volatil-
ity forecasting. He uses boosting, a method of ensemble learning, to train
a collection of the generalised autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic-
ity (GARCH) models. Audrino and Colangelo [2010] present a semi-
parametric method for implied volatility surface, the base model of this
work is the regression tree, and they try to sequentially minimize the dif-
ference between model prediction and ground truth via adding more trees.
Coleman et al. [2013] use kernel machine to calibrate the volatility func-
tion for option pricing. They train a support vector machine with spline
kernel function, and the coe cient is regularised by `1 norm to encourage
sparsity. One drawback of those methods is that they just evaluate their
algorithms on a relatively small dataset, e.g., [Gavrishchaka, 2006] targets
on IBM stock option only, and [Audrino and Colangelo, 2010, Coleman
et al., 2013] evaluate their approach on a short period (one month) of S&P
500 index option.
Machine learning techniques have many benefits such as being appli-
cable to large data set, usually fast and relatively easy implementation in
practice. However, the philosophy of machine learning techniques are much
di↵erent from models in finance literature. Models in finance literature
are usually based on certain economic theories (e.g., no arbitrage theory).
These assumptions serve as a guideline and models are designed through
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these assumptions. The problem with this approach is that assumptions
might be too restrictive (e.g., a variable follows a Brownian Motion) and
the number of parameters of the models is usually fixed. An increas-
ing amount of data will make optimisation di cult. In contrast, machine
learning solves problems in a data-driven way. The complicated relation-
ship between model input and output is learned from a large amount of
data rather than specified by economic results. This approach also exhibits
some problems. First, it completely ignores economic results with respect
to the modelling problem. Second, insu cient data coverage of the domain
of interest might lead to unreliable results.
However, there is the possibility of combining the data-driven approach
from the machine learning community and economic theory from the fi-
nance community to design a deep neural network to estimate the IVS.
The idea of the combination approach has been explored by Yang et al.
[2017] who propose a gated neural network for pricing European call op-
tions. They integrate assumptions of a valid call option surface from clas-
sical mathematical finance literature into neural network as inductive bias.
The idea of inductive bias is similar to the prior knowledge concept in
Bayesian statistics.
Our contribution to the literature is as follows. First, we propose a
framework on how to design a deep learning network combined with eco-
nomic assumptions. This approach can be used for any modelling pur-
pose rather than just modelling the IVS. Second, our deep learning model
has better performance, in-sample and out-of-sample, than the benchmark
model SSVI. Third, there is still plenty of room to boost the deep learn-
ing models by investigating the model hyper-parameters. Fourth, the deep
learning model has the potential to be used in high-frequency option data.
Last, there is little research available on how to combine machine learning
and finance in a coherent way to solve modelling problems; we hope we
give some hints on how to explore this research area.
This paper is organised in the following way. In section 3.3, we will
first give an introduction to neural network. Then we provide two useful
techniques which can help to encode constraints in financial modelling into
the design of deep learning networks. These techniques are illustrated by
some examples. In section 1.3, we lay down the theoretical assumptions
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for the IVS modelling problem. We propose a framework, called Bayesian-
like design approach, to guide how to design deep learning network to
solve financial modelling problems. In section 1.4, we follow the Bayesian-
like design approach to design our deep learning network to solve the IVS
modelling problem. We list the prior information and shows how the prior
information is encoded into the design of deep learning network. In section
1.5, we train the prior deep learning models and compare them to other
benchmark models.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Introduction to Neural Network
Neural Networks Schmidhuber [2015], recently re-branded as deep learning
Lecun et al. [2015], is a very popular algorithm in machine learning.
A key property of neural network is that, given appropriate parameters,
it can approximate any continuous functions. This is known as universal
approximation theorem Cybenko [1989], Hornik [1991].
The simplest neural network model contains two layer: an input layer
where the data flows in, and an output layer where the predictions are
produced. Assuming that the input data is of N -dimension, and the output
is of M -dimension, the two-layer neural network can be formulated as,
yˆ = xTW + b (1.1)
Here W is a matrix of size N ⇥M and b is a vector of length M . In
the literature of neural network, W is usually referred to as weight term,
and b as bias term.
Denote the set of parameters as ⇥ where ⇥ = {W, b}, the process of
training or learning a neural network model (a.k.a. parameter estimation)
is to solve the following optimisation problem,
argmin
⇥
1
N
NX
n=1
`(yn, yˆn) = argmin
W,b
1
N
NX
n=1
`(yn, x
T
nW + b) (1.2)
The set of {xn, yn}n=1,2,...N is called training data, and the function
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`y, yˆ is a loss function that measures the di↵erence between ground-truth
output y and the predicted output yˆ, e.g., `(y, yˆ) = (y  yˆ)2 calculates the
squared di↵erence of two values.
The advanced neural network models are di↵erent with Eq. 1.1 by two
factors: (i) hidden layer (ii) activation function.
A hidden layer is one extra degree of computation, e.g., a three-layer
neural network can be written as,
yˆ = (xT W¯ + b¯)W˜ + b˜ (1.3)
We can tell that the set of parameters is now ⇥ = {W¯ , b¯, W˜ , b˜}. The
dimensionality of {W¯ , b¯, W˜ , b˜} is N ⇥K, K, K⇥M , M respectively. Here
K is a hyper-parameter1 that indicates how many neurons are in the hidden
layer. Note that the number of neurons in the input/output layer is fixed
depending on the problem setting, while the number of neurons in the
hidden layer is a free parameter to set.
An activation function adds non-linearity to the neural network models,
e.g., Eq. 1.3 can equip with a sigmoid function ( (z) = 11+e z ) on its hidden
layer,
yˆ =  (xT W¯ + b¯)W˜ + b˜ (1.4)
There are mainly two classes of activation functions,
Scalar function It acts on neurons in an element-wise fashion so that the
neurons will not a↵ect each other, i.e., f([z1, . . . , zK ]) = [f(z1), . . . , f(zK)].
The common choices are sigmoid function:  (z) = 11+e z , hyperbolic
tangent function:  (z) = e
2z 1
e2z+1 , softplus function:  (z) = log(1+e
z),
and ReLU function:  (x) = max(0, x).
Vector function It treats neurons as a vector, thus the value of one neu-
ron may a↵ect others, e.g., softmax function
f([z1, z2, . . . , zK ]) = [
ez1
ez1 + · · ·+ ezK ,
ez2
ez1 + · · ·+ ezK , . . . ,
ezK
ez1 + · · ·+ ezK ]
.
1Hyper-parameter is not learned through training data, but assigned before training
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1.2.2 Design of Neural Network
There is no unique receipt for designing a neural network. For the pur-
pose of this paper, we try to provide some useful techniques to give a hint
on how to design a neural network to solve financial problems. In finan-
cial problems, the target model is frequently related to some constraints.
These constraints can be embedded into the design of neural network in
the following ways.
• Design activation function
• Control weight/bias constraint
• Pseudo training data
• Design loss function
We illustrate how to use the combination of the above techniques by a few
examples.
Activation function and Weight constraint
In most machine learning problems, the choice of activation function does
not play an important role in the design of neural network. Besides, it
is uncommon to impose a limit on the weight or bias term, e.g., forcing
them to be either positive or negative. However, these probably need to
be carefully examined in order to apply neural network to solve financial
problems. Financial models are quite often related to some constraints. By
making certain constraints on weight and/or bias term, as well as choosing
the activation function properly, we can design the neural network models
with some desired properties the target model should have. Furthermore,
the right activation function will help the neural network converge to true
model quickly.
For example, if we want to guarantee the neural network model outputs
positive values only (this is useful when we model a probability density
function), we can use
yˆ =  (xT W¯ + b¯)eW˜ + eb˜ (1.5)
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and the choice of  (·) can be either sigmoid function or softplus function
as these functions always produce positive values.
Or if we want to guarantee that the output of neural network is mono-
tonically increasing or decreasing with one of the input variable x, e.g.,
@yˆ
@x > 0 or
@yˆ
@x < 0, we can use
yˆ =  (xeW¯ + b¯)eW˜ + b˜ (1.6)
yˆ =  ( xeW¯ + b¯)eW˜ + b˜ (1.7)
where  (·) can be sigmoid function, which has the useful property that
@ (z)
@z =  (z)(1   (z)) > 0.
It is also possible to place the constraint on the second-order derivative,
e.g., to make sure that @
2yˆ
@x2 > 0 by the following design of neural network,
yˆ =  (xeW¯ + b¯)eW˜ + b˜ (1.8)
where  (·) is chosen to be softplus function. This can be confirmed by
the fact that the first derivative of softplus function is sigmoid function.
Pseudo training data and Loss function
Generating a set of pseudo data that softly constrain the function is pro-
posed by Abu-Mostafa [1993]. For example, if we want the function to be
monotonically increase (e.g., a cumulative distribution function), we can
generate N pseudo data and place the following loss function:
` =
NX
n=1
max(0, yˆ(x)  yˆ(x+ ✏)) (1.9)
✏ is a small positive values, e.g., 0.001. We can tell that the violation
of monotonic increases property, e.g., yˆ(x) > yˆ(x+ ✏) for some generated x
values, will lead to some loss. Thus the objective of optimisation will tend
to find an appropriate function that has such a property. The advantage
of this approach is that it is very flexible, however it can not guarantee the
property is realised.
The constraints of financial problems can usually be encoded into neural
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network by properly defining a loss function based on some pseudo training
data. We will detail this in the design of our model.
1.3 Methodology
1.3.1 Theoretical Assumptions
• A probability space (⌦,F , (Ft)t 0,P) is given and the filtration sat-
isfies the usual condition.
• (St)t 0 is the spot price of an asset at time t. For general purpose,
we assume it is a non-negative semi-martingale
• There is no arbitrage in the market and the maturity date of the
instrument is always finite.
To avoid dealing with interest rates and dividends, we work under for-
ward measure instead of risk neutral measure. Let us denote (Ft,T )t 0 as
the forward price of the asset (St)t 0 with maturity date T . From no arbi-
trage assumption, we know there exists an equivalent martingale measure
Q in which the forward price (Ft,T )t 0 is a martingale. Furthermore, for-
ward price (Ft,T )t 0 can also be represented as Ft,T = StB(t,T ) where B(t, T )
stands for the price (at time t) of the zero-coupon bond paying one unit
at time T .
We will define some variables which are useful in this section.
Definition 1.3.1. Log forward moneyness The log forward moneyness m
is defined as
m = log
K
Ft,T
where K is the strike price and Ft,T is the forward price.
Definition 1.3.2. Annualised time to maturity The annualised time to
maturity ⌧ is defined as
⌧ =
T   t
A
where A is the annualisation factor.
Remark. If the time-to-maturity is 7 days and A = 365, ⌧ = 7365 = 0.0192.
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Definition 1.3.3. Implied volatility The implied volatility v(m, ⌧) is ob-
tained by the inverse of BS pricing function and it is defined as a function
of log forward monyness m and annualised time to maturity ⌧ .
1.3.2 Bayesian-like Design Approach
The key challenge of using neural network in finance is that financial data
might not be ideal for learning. One possible situation is that the number
of data is not enough for neural network. However, this is not a prob-
lem for us as the number of S&P500 index option quotes is su cient (see
Figures 1.4 and 1.5). The second scenario is that although the number
of data is su cient, these data are not well distributed with respect to
the economic theories related to target model. This scenario is actually
the main obstacle and many people fail to notice it. For example, we can
plot the log forward moneyness of S&P500 index options in the Figure
1.7, It is clear that majority of the data lies in the range of -2.5 to 0.5.
This means neural network cant learn anything beyond this range. This
causes problems for our purposes in that we want to build a valid IVS. If
we blindly use arbitrary neural network to learn the IVS, the final model
will be unpredictable as the shape of the IVS beyond the range of -2.5 to
0.5 could be anything.
In order to tackle this problem, we will use an analogy with Bayesian
inference. When we try to estimate a parameter of a distribution, the most
general way is to apply maximum likelihood principle on sample data.
However, if the number of sample data is not enough or we have some
prior knowledge on the parameter, a more appropriate way is to apply
Bayesian inference. In our case, we don’t have data in the rage beyond -
2.5 to 0.5. In the meantime, there are quite a lot empirical and theoretical
results concerning the IVS from mathematical finance literature. A natural
question is whether we can define a Bayesian-like approach to design an
ideal neural network?
The answer is positive. In order to describe the design framework
properly, we need to provide some definitions about key concepts.
Definition 1.3.4. Prior Information The prior information is defined as
any constraints concerning the target model.
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Remark. These constraints are usually derived from empirical or theoretical
results on the target model.
Definition 1.3.5. Prior Neural Network A neural network which is de-
signed according to prior information is called prior neural network.
Remark. The prior information can be embedded into neural network through
the methods explained in 1.2.2.
Definition 1.3.6. Posterior Neural Network A posterior neural network
is defined as the training result of a prior neural network.
The Bayesian-like design approach works in the following way:
• Analyse Sample Data.
Know the area of the target model which isn’t covered by sample
data and the desired properties the target model should hold, say, no
arbitrage.
• Construct prior information.
The prior information are usually constraints derived from empir-
ical or theoretical results on the target model. The prior information
should be able to compensate for the area without sample data.
• Encode prior information into neural network to derive the prior
neural network.
Tips: Design activation functions. Control the weight/bias terms.
Design loss function to enforce constraints through synthesising pseudo
data
• Training the prior neural network to get posterior neural network
We will follow this procedure to demonstrate how to use this design
approach to model the IVS.
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1.4 Model Design
1.4.1 Prior Information
The IVS is well studied in mathematical finance literature. We list the
following three well-known theorems related to IVS to work as the prior in-
formation. Gulisashvili [2012] provides necessary and su cient conditions
for the absence of static arbitrage in a given implied volatility surface. We
adapt the theorem and transform the conditions to be consistent with our
definition of implied volatility surface v(m, ⌧).
Theorem 1.4.1 (No Static Arbitrage). Suppose the function v(m, ⌧) models
the implied volatility surface. It is free of static arbitrage if and only if the
following conditions hold:
1. (Positive) v(m, ⌧) > 0 for all (m, ⌧) 2 R⇥R+
2. (Twice di↵erentiable) For every ⌧ > 0, m ! v(m, ⌧) is twice di↵er-
entiable on R
3. (Monotonic) For every m 2 R, ⌧ ! p⌧v(m, ⌧) is increasing on R+,
which means
v(m, ⌧) + 2⌧@⌧v(m, ⌧) > 0
4. (Free of Butterfly Arbitrage)For all (m, ⌧) 2 R⇥R+
g(m, ⌧) = (1 m@mv(m, ⌧)
v(m, ⌧)
)2 (v(m, ⌧)⌧@mv(m, ⌧))
2
4
+⌧v(m, ⌧)@mmv(m, ⌧) > 0
5. (Limit Condition) For every ⌧ > 0,
lim
m!+1
d+(m, ⌧) =   mp
⌧v(m, ⌧)
+
p
⌧v(m, ⌧)
2
=  1
The second theorem is related to the boundary condition of the IVS
which is discussed in Carr [2004].
Theorem 1.4.2 (Boundary Condition). Suppose the function v(m, ⌧) mod-
els the implied volatility surface. For every ⌧ > 0, the following two in-
equalities are hold:
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• Right Boundary Condition
N(d (m, ⌧)) 
p
⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧)) > 0 when m > 0
• Left Boundary Condition
N( d (m, ⌧)) +
p
⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧)) > 0 when m < 0
where d (m, ⌧) =   mp⌧v(m,⌧)  
p
⌧v(m,⌧)
2 and N(x) is the cumulative density
function of standard normal distribution and n(x) is the probability density
function of the standard normal distribution.
The third theorem describes the large and small log forward moneyness
behaviour concerning the IVS explored by Lee [2004].
Theorem 1.4.3 (Asymptotic slope). Suppose the function v(m, ⌧) models
the implied volatility surface. For every ⌧ > 0, the following inequality is
hold for su cient large |m| > m⇤:
v(m, ⌧) <
r
2|m|
⌧
which is equivalent to
2|m|  v2(m, ⌧)⌧ > 0
The above three theorems will work as prior information for our neural
network. The next step is to encode these constraints into the design of
neural network to get the prior neural network.
1.4.2 Prior Neural Network
We will design the neural network according to the prior information. First,
we introduce a new activation function, which we will name it smile func-
tion.
Definition 1.4.1. Smile Function The smile function  (z) is defines as
 (z) =
r
(z tanh(z +
1
2
) + tanh( 1
2
z + ✏)) (1.10)
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Here ✏ is a small value to ensure numerical stability, where we set
✏ = 0.01. The design of a smile function is inspired by the skew or smile
pattern observed from implied volatility slice. It has some good properties:
(i) it is a smooth function that can be di↵erentiated at least twice while
maintaining the numeric stability (ii) it always produces positive values
(iii) its shape is what the volatility curve is supposed to be: smile or skew
pattern. It is illustrated by Fig. 1.1
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Figure 1.1: Smile Function
The input of neural network model consists of two variables: m and
⌧ . Its output is the estimation of implied volatility: vˆ. Its objective is
to minimise the di↵erence between the prediction vˆ and its ground-truth
value v. We will first propose a model, called single model, as a base for
modelling the IVS. After that, we will introduce the multi-model which is
a data-driven combination of single models. One intuition for multi-model
is each single model might capture only part of the IVS and a combination
of these single models may lead to well behaved IVS model. In 1.4.2, we
will provide an explanation on how the prior information is encoded into
the single and multi model.
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Figure 1.2: Single Model
m
...
?
...
...
y
The proposed model (single). Note that bias terms exist, although they are omitted for
neat appearance. ⌦ is the multiplication gate that outputs the product of the inputs.
Single Model
The core of the single model can be written as,
vˆ = y(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 (mW¯1,j + b¯j) (⌧W˜1,j + b˜j)e
Wˆj,1 + ebˆ (1.11)
Here  (·) is the sigmoid function and  (·) is the smile function.
J is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. There are 6 parameters
to learn: b¯, W¯ , b˜, W˜ , Wˆ , and bˆ. Each of the first five parameters has J
elements, and the last one bˆ has only one parameter, so the total number
of parameters is 5J + 1.
We term Eq. 1.11 as our single model and an illustration can be seen
in Fig. 2.1.
A very good property of the whole design of Eq. 1.11 is that, it will
not generate negative values under any circumstances, and this is very
important as the implied volatility is always positive. This is achieved by
carefully choosing the activation functions, i.e.,  (·) and  (·), as well as
forcing the weight and bias terms of the top layer being positive by the
exponential function, i.e., eWˆj,1 and ebˆ.
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Figure 1.3: Multi Model
m ?
y1 y2 yI...
m ?
...
w1 w2 wI...
y
The proposed model (multi): The right side is the weight generating model, and the
left side is a set of single models. Note that the left side is not a single layer. Each
(m, ⌧)! yi (linked by two dashed arrows) is realised by a full-sized single model.   is
the addition gate that outputs the sum of the inputs.
Multi Model
Our final model, termed as multi model, jointly trains multiple single mod-
els, as well as a weighting model to softly switch them. As illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, the full model’s left-hand side has i = 1 . . . I single models:
yi(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 (mW¯ (i)1,j + b¯
(i)
j ) (⌧W˜
(i)
1,j + b˜
(i)
j )Wˆ
(i)
j,1 + bˆ
(i) (1.12)
Its right-hand branch is a network with one K unit hidden layer, and
the top layer has an I-way softmax activation function that provides a
model selector for the left branch.
wi(m, ⌧) =
e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨iPI
i=1 e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨i
(1.13)
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Description Shape # in Single Model # in Multi Model
W¯ weight term for moneyness 1⇥ J 1 I
b¯ bias term for moneyness J 1 I
W˜ weight term for time-to-maturity 1⇥ J 1 I
b˜ bias term for time-to-maturity J 1 I
Wˆ weight term for final pricing J ⇥ 1 1 I
bˆ bias term for final pricing 1 1 I
W˙ weight term for weighting model hidden 2⇥K 0 1
b˙ bias term for weighting model hidden K 0 1
W¨ weight term for weighting model output K ⇥ I 0 1
b¨ bias term for weighting model output I 0 1
Table 1.1: Parameters List
Finally, the overall output y is the softmax weighted average of the I
local option pricing models’ outputs.
vˆ =
IX
i=1
yi(m, ⌧)wi(m, ⌧) (1.14)
Due to the softmax activation, the sum of weights (wi’s) is one and the
weights are all positive. So the useful property of producing positive values
only is preserved from single model to multi model.
The number of parameter in multi model is (5J+1)I+3K+(K+1)I =
(5J +K + 2)I + 3K. The parameter list of single model and multi model
is shown in Table 1.1.
Embedding Constraints
In this section, we will demonstrate how the prior information in Sec-
tion 1.4.1 is encoded into our model design.
The first two conditions, positive and twice di↵erentiable, in no static
arbitrage 1.4.1 are realised by the function form of our single model and
multi model.
The conditions, monotonic and free of butterfly arbitrage in no static
arbitrage 1.4.1 can be achieved by the technique generating pseudo training
data and loss function explain in Section 1.2.2.
Monotonic Condition For monotonic condition,
v(m, ⌧) + 2⌧@⌧v(m, ⌧) > 0
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We define a function c(m, ⌧) = v(m, ⌧)+2⌧@⌧v(m, ⌧) and our objective
is to push c(m, ⌧) to be non-negative.
To achieve this, we sample P unique m values: [m1,m2, . . .mP ], and Q
unique ⌧ values: [⌧1, ⌧2, . . . ⌧Q], and add the following loss function,
`1 =
PX
p=1
QX
q=1
max(0, c(mp, ⌧q))
This is exactly what we discussed in Section 1.2.2: we generate a collec-
tion of pseudo training data, i.e., P ⇥Q pairs of (m, ⌧), and feed them into
training process. The above loss function will generate a penalty if some
negative values are produced by c(m, ⌧) for a certain set of (m, ⌧) pairs.
Theoretically, if an infinite number of samples were generated and the loss
function were to be reduced to zero during optimisation, the condition
would be met while in practice it is not usually necessary to do so because
for most real-world problems, the value of the input variable is usually at
a reasonable interval, e.g., m 2 [ 3, 3]. It is also unnecessary to extremely
densely sample the pseudo-data; after all, the function of proposed neural
networks is very smooth (infinitely di↵erentiable), so we do not need to
worry should it behave impulsively.
Free of Butterfly Arbitrage For free of butterfly arbitrage condition,
g(m, ⌧) = (1 m@mv(m, ⌧)
v(m, ⌧)
)2 (v(m, ⌧)⌧@mv(m, ⌧))
2
4
+⌧v(m, ⌧)@mmv(m, ⌧) > 0
Our objective is to push g(m, ⌧) to be non-negative.
To achieve this, we sample P unique m values: [m1,m2, . . .mP ], and Q
unique ⌧ values: [⌧1, ⌧2, . . . ⌧Q], and add the following loss function,
`2 =
PX
p=1
QX
q=1
max(0, g(mp, ⌧q))
Boundary Condition For boundary condition,
• Right Boundary Condition
N(d (m, ⌧)) 
p
⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧)) > 0 when m > 0
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• Left Boundary Condition
N( d (m, ⌧)) +
p
⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧)) > 0 when m < 0
We define two functions b1(m, ⌧) = N(d (m, ⌧)) p⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧))
and b2(m, ⌧) = N( d (m, ⌧)) + p⌧@mv(m, ⌧)n(d (m, ⌧)) and our objec-
tive is to push both of them to be non-negative.
To achieve this, we sample P1 unique non-negativem values: [m1,m2, . . .mP1 ],
P2 unique negative m values: [m1,m2, . . .mP2 ], and Q unique ⌧ values:
[⌧1, ⌧2, . . . ⌧Q], and add the following loss function,
`3 =
P1X
p1=1
QX
q=1
max(0, b1(mp1 , ⌧q)) +
P2X
p2=1
QX
q=1
max(0, b2(mp2 , ⌧q))
Asymptotic Condition For asymptotic condition,
2|m|  v2(m, ⌧)⌧ > 0
We define a function a(m, ⌧) = 2|m|   v2(m, ⌧)⌧ > and our objective
is to push a(m, ⌧) to be positive.
To achieve this, we sample P unique m values: [m1,m2, . . .mP ], and Q
unique ⌧ values: [⌧1, ⌧2, . . . ⌧Q], and add the following loss function,
`4 =
PX
p=1
QX
q=1
max(0, (c(mp, ⌧q)  ✏))
Here ✏ = 10 5 is a small value.
Regularisation To prevent over-fitting, we add `2 regularisation (a.k.a,
Frobenius norm) for all weight terms.
For a matrix of shape I ⇥ J , `2 regularisation is defined as,
||W ||2F =
1
2
IX
i=1
JX
j=1
W 2i,j
This regularisation will push the less important weights close to zeros,
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thus reduce the complexity of the model.
In the single model, this will introduce a loss function,
`5 = ||W¯ ||2F + ||W˜ ||2F + ||Wˆ ||2F
Similarly, for the multi model, the loss function is,
`5 =
IX
i=1
||W¯ (i)||2F +
IX
i=1
||W˜ (i)||2F +
IX
i=1
||Wˆ (i)||2F + ||W˙ ||2F + ||W¨ ||2F
Limit Condition The limit condition 1.4.1 is partly considered when we
design the smile function as the exponent of m in smile function is roughly
0.5. We expect that v(m, ⌧) will grow slower than m, hence the limit will
approaching to  1. We will only exam this numerically when we get the
final model.
Loss Function Our main objective is to fit the ground-truth implied
volatility, for which we combine two kinds of loss functions.
Mean Squared Log Error (MSLE) `MSLE(y, yˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(log(yn)  
log(yˆn))2
Mean Squared Percentage Error (MSPE) `MSPE(y, yˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(
yn yˆn
yn
)2
The first component of our loss function is defined as,
`0 = ↵`
MSLE +  `MSPE
Apart from the fitting loss, we have four condition-related losses, `1,
`2, `3, and `4. They are corresponding to Monotonic Condition, Boundary
Condition, Free of Butterfly Arbitrage, Asymptotic Condition.
Finally, we have `5, the loss with respect to regularisation.
In summary, the loss function is,
` = `0 +  `1 +  `2 + ⌘`3 + ⇢`4 + !`5
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Prior Neural Network Model
Prior Neural Network Model For Single Model From the above
discussion, our prior neural network for single model is listed as following.
vˆ(m, ⌧) = y(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 (mW¯1,j + b¯j) (⌧W˜1,j + b˜j)e
Wˆj,1 + ebˆ (1.15)
with the loss function
` = `0 +  `1 +  `2 + ⌘`3 + ⇢`4 + !`5
and
• `0 = ↵`MSLE +  `MSPE
– `MSLE(v, vˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(log(vn)  log(vˆn))2
– `MSPE(v, vˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(
vn vˆn
vn
)2
• `1 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, c(mp, ⌧q))
• `2 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, g(mp, ⌧q))
• `3 =
PP1
p1=1
PQ
q=1max(0, b1(mp1 , ⌧q))+
PP2
p2=1
PQ
q=1max(0, b2(mp2 , ⌧q))
• `4 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, (c(mp, ⌧q)  ✏))
• `5 = ||W¯ ||2F + ||W˜ ||2F + ||Wˆ ||2F
where `0 is the fitting loss and `1, `2, `3 and `4, corresponding to Monotonic
Condition, Boundary Condition, Free of Butterfly Arbitrage, Asymptotic
Condition are losses coming from prior information and `5 is L2 regularisa-
tion loss to prevent over-fitting We will use this prior deep neural network
together with training data and pseudo-data to get the posterior deep neu-
ral network for single model.
Prior Neural Network Model For Multi Model Our main model,
prior neural network model for multi model, is listed as following
vˆ =
IX
i=1
yi(m, ⌧)wi(m, ⌧) (1.16)
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where yi(m, ⌧) is single model
yi(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 (mW¯ (i)1,j + b¯
(i)
j ) (⌧W˜
(i)
1,j + b˜
(i)
j )Wˆ
(i)
j,1 + bˆ
(i) (1.17)
and wi(m, ⌧) is the weighting model
wi(m, ⌧) =
e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨iPI
i=1 e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨i
(1.18)
with the loss function
` = `0 +  `1 +  `2 + ⌘`3 + ⇢`4 + !`5
and
• `0 = ↵`MSLE +  `MSPE
– `MSLE(v, vˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(log(vn)  log(vˆn))2
– `MSPE(v, vˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(
vn vˆn
vn
)2
• `1 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, c(mp, ⌧q))
• `2 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, g(mp, ⌧q))
• `3 =
PP1
p1=1
PQ
q=1max(0, b1(mp1 , ⌧q))+
PP2
p2=1
PQ
q=1max(0, b2(mp2 , ⌧q))
• `4 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, (c(mp, ⌧q)  ✏))
• `5 =
PI
i=1 ||W¯ (i)||2F+
PI
i=1 ||W˜ (i)||2F+
PI
i=1 ||Wˆ (i)||2F+||W˙ ||2F+||W¨ ||2F
where `0 is the fitting loss and `1, `2, `3 and `4, corresponding to Monotonic
Condition, Boundary Condition, Free of Butterfly Arbitrage, Asymptotic
Condition are losses coming from prior information and `5 is L2 regular-
isation loss to prevent over-fitting We will use this prior neural network
together with corresponding training data and psudo-data to get the pos-
terior neural network in section 1.5.
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1.5 Empirical Results
1.5.1 Data sets
The options data for S&P500 index comes from OptionMetrics, which pro-
vides historical End-Of-Day bid and asks for quotes. The data sample
covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trad-
ing days. OptionMetrics also provides zero coupon yield curve which is
constructed using LIBOR rates. However, we know that after the 2008
financial crisis, the traditional LIBOR-based zero curve is certainly not
risk-free. Hence, I download the overnight index swap (OIS) rates from
Bloomberg and bootstrap the zero rate curve from these rates starting
from 01/01/2008 to 29/04/2016. Before 01/01/2008, I still use the zero
rate curve provided by OptionMetrics. The risk-free rates are interpolated
using cubic spline to match the option maturity. Forward price is inferred
from put-call parity. I find this is better than using the constant dividend
rate provided by OptionMetrics to calculate the forward price.
Several data filters should be carried out before model calibration. I
exclude all option quotes less than 3/8 as these prices may be misleading
due to close to tick size. Bid-ask mid-point price is calculated as a proxy for
closing price. I discard in-the-money put and call option quotes as out-of-
the-money options are more reliable than less traded in-the-money options.
Unlike the majority of the paper in the implied information construction
literature [Jiang and Tian, 2005, Bakshi et al., 2003, Bondarenko, 2014],
which only keeps few contracts on each day and ignore all option contracts
with time to maturity less than 7 days, I only omit the contract which has
a maturity date of less than 2 days and keep as many contracts as possible.
Options with a short maturity, like weekly index options, are getting more
and more popular over recent days. Hence, it is necessary to keep them
rather than just discard them. This will clearly increase the di culty in
programming and requires stability in optimization. Fortunately, this is
not a daunting job for neural network. After these operations, there are
63338 option contracts with 2,986,754 valid quotes. All these valid quotes
are converted into implied volatility through BS formula.
To give a general idea about the dataset, I plot the number of option
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contracts and the number of valid quotes after filter on each day in the
following Figures 1.4 and 1.5. The number of contracts rarely exceed 10
before 2007. It almost doubled from 2007 to 2012. Recently, it reached
more than 30 contracts on each day. This is a good news for implied
volatility surface as this increase the number of di↵erent time to maturity.
Due to the increase of number of contracts, the number of valid quotes share
a similar profile. The number of valid quotes is under 300 before 2007. It
increases to around 1000 before 2013. Recently, it even reaches more than
3000 quotes per day. This is su cient for fitting implied volatility surface.
Furthermore, we also plot the log forward moneyness of S&P500 index
options in the Figure 1.7 and the range of time to maturity in the Figure
1.6. It is clear that majority of the log forward moneyness lies in the range
of -2.5 to 0.5. This causes problems for neural network as it can’t learn
anything beyond this range. If we blindly use arbitrary neural network,
the final model will be unpredictable as the shape of the IVS beyond the
range of -2.5 to 0.5 can be anything. This is the reason that we introduce
prior information to pose some constraints on the shape of IVS.
1.5.2 Implementation details
We implement the neural network models using TensorFlow2. Neural net-
work modes are usually trained by gradient-based method, but it is a bit
tricky to choose the optimal step-size (a.k.a. learning rate) for gradient
descent. A common choice is to slowly reduce the step-size after every iter-
ation, however, how to determine the initial learning rate is still a problem.
Modern optimisation methods for neural network often employ a kind of
automatic adjustment according to the scale of gradient, so they are less
sensitive to the choice of initial learning rate. Here we choose to use Adam
[Kingma and Ba, 2015] for optimisation because of its popularity in deep
learning.
2https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Figure 1.4: The Change of Number of Contracts
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This is the number of contracts available every day after data filter. The data sample
covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The
number of contracts rarely exceed 10 before 2007. It almost doubled from 2007 to 2012.
Recently, it reached more than 30 contracts on each day. This is a good news for implied
volatility surface as this increase number of di↵erent time to maturity.
1.5.3 Baseline Models
Our main model is multi model, and for benchmark, we compare it with
the following baseline methods: single model, SSVI. Besides, We implement
a vanilla feed-forward neural network model (named vanilla model) that
uses the same input, but has no specific designs for the nature of problem.
Vanilla model has one hidden layer with sigmoid activation function and a
constraint that ensures positive output. Furthermore, for all those neural
network models, we use two di↵erent settings (i) full model (ii) model with
fitting purpose only, i.e., we disable all loss functions related to conditions,
thus the existing loss functions are `0 and `5. The specified model without
constraints is labelled with *, for example multi model without constraints
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Figure 1.5: The Change of Number of Quotes
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This is the number of valid quotes available every day after data filter. The data sample
covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The
number of valid quotes is under 300 before 2007. It increases to around 1000 before
2013. Recently, it even reaches more than 3000 quotes on each day. This is su cient
for fitting implied volatility surface.
is written as multi* model.
Hyper-parameters
multi model removes all loss functions w.r.t prior information. (only fitting
loss `0 and regularisation loss `5.) We list all hyper-parameters for neural
network models in Table 1.2. Note that one key consideration is to control
the model size in terms of the number of parameters to learn, so that
di↵erent models have very close number of parameters. This is to reduce
the chance that di↵erence in model performance is caused by model size.
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Figure 1.6: Range of Time to Maturity
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This is the minimum and maximum of time to maturity of all contracts available every
day after data filter. The data sample covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016,
which has 5116 trading days. The range of time to maturity is between 0 and 3.
Sample Mechanism
To meet those conditions, we need to generate pseudo-data. We carefully
control the ratio of real market data and pseudo-data, and the empirical
choice is 1 : 6. For asymptotic condition, we sample log-moneyness in
[ 6, 3] [ [3, 6]. For other conditions, the range of log-moneyness sam-
pled is [ 3, 3]. The range of time-to-maturity sampled is [0.002, 3]. The
choice on these ranges is based on the observations from historical data,
see Fig. 1.7 and Fig. 1.6.
1.5.4 Numerical Experiment
To test the performance of our multi model, we compare both in-sample
performance and out-of-sample performance with other baseline models
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Figure 1.7: Range of Log-Moneyness
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This is the minimum and maximum of log forward moneymess of all contracts available
every day after data filter. The data sample covers the period from 04/01/1996 to
29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. It is clear that the majority of the log
forward moneyness lies in the range of -2.5 to 0.5. This causes problems for neural
network as it can’t learn anything beyond this range. If we blindly use arbitrary neural
network, the final model will be unpredictable as the shape of the IVS beyond the range
of -2.5 to 0.5 can be anything. This is the reason that we introduce prior information
to pose some constraints on the shape of IVS.
mentioned in subsection 1.5.3. The performance criterion is mean average
percentage error (MAPE) of implied volatility and MAPE of corresponding
option prices.
There are 5116 trading days. On each trading day, we fit all the models
using filtered option quotes available on that day to compute the MAPE of
implied volatility and transform implied volatilities back to prices to calcu-
late the MAPE of option prices. We call them Train IV (implied volatility)
MAPE and Train Price MAPE. Furthermore, as our purpose is to build a
valid IVS, we also compute the percentage of violation in pseudo data for
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Table 1.2: Hyper-parameter for neural network models
multi multi* single single* vanilla vanilla*
Number of Pricing Models (I) 4 4 1 1 1 1
Number of Hidden for Pricing (J) 8 8 32 32 32 32
Number of Hidden for Weighting (K) 5 5 - - - -
Initial Learning Rate 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
Number of Iterations 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000 20000
Coe cient for MSLE (↵) 1 1 1 1 1 1
Coe cient for MSPE ( ) 1 1 1 1 1 1
Coe cient for Monotonic Condition ( ) 10 0 10 0 10 0
Coe cient for Boundary Condition ( ) 1 0 1 0 1 0
Coe cient for Butterfly Condition (⌘) 10 0 10 0 10 0
Coe cient for Asymptotic Condition (⇢) 1 0 1 0 1 0
Coe cient for Regularisation (!) 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005 0.00005
Hyper-parameter for neural network models. model with * means the specified model
without constraints
monotonic condition, left boundary condition, right boundary condition,
butterfly arbitrage condition and asymptotic condition. We calculate the
median of these violation percentage in each quarter for all models and
plot them in Figure 1.9. Obviously, the model with constraints has much
fewer violations than the corresponding one without constraints. Mean-
while, multi model has the least violation with a scale of round 10 4, much
smaller than single model and vanilla model. This means the prior informa-
tion introduced in our framework does help to alleviate arbitrage situations
considerably. Furthermore, a blind usage of neural network, like vanilla*
model (vanilla model without conditions), will lead to large percentage of
arbitrage violations.
To verify the out-of-sample performance, we employ the above trained
models to predict the implied volatilities for the next trading day to com-
pute MAPE of implied volatility and MAPE of option price. These two
MAPEs are named as Test IV MAPE and Test Price MAPE.
We calculate the mean and standard deviation in Table 1.3 and 1.4 for
these MAPEs. Clearly, multi model is the best for both in-sample and out-
of-sample performance. The superiority of multi model over single model
indicates our intuition that each single model might capture only part of the
IVS and combination of these single models may lead to well behaved IVS
model is sensible. Furthermore, the superiority of multi model and single
model over the vanilla model shows our design approach is much better
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than blind usage of neural network. Last but not least, the superiority
of multi model over SSVI illustrates a well-designed data-driven method
has the potential to surpass some existing models in mathematical finance
literature.
In Figure 1.8, we calculate mean of in-sample and out-of-sample MAPEs
in each quarter for multi model, single model, vanilla model and SSVI and
plot them to show the performance of each method. These graph shows
again that multi model is the best for both in-sample and out-of-sample
performance.
There are two conditions we have yet to discuss and indicate their neces-
sity, namely, to limit condition and regularisation condition. We illustrate
them by investigating their performance on a single day.
In Figure 1.10, we plot the implied volatility surface of multi model
(above) and multi model without regularisation (below) on 2016/01/11.
The graph for multi model without regularisation seems a bit over-fitting
while the multi model above looks normal. The necessity of regularisation
is even obvious if we look into the risk neutral density of forward return
extracted from the corresponding IVS. In Figure 1.11, we plot the risk neu-
tral density extracted from multi model (above) and multi model without
regularisation (below) for forward return with duration 11, 32, 109 and
704 days. The risk neutral density for 109 and 704 days in multi model
without regularisation appears quite strange compared with those in multi
model.
For limit condition, we plot the d+(m, ⌧) as a function of m for multi
model on 2016/01/11 with ⌧ equal to 11, 32, 109 and 704 days. The
tendency of going to  1 verifies the limit condition.
1.6 Conclusion
Our contribution lies in the following parts
• Our data sample is much larger than the majority of the work in
modelling the IVS. We employ the HPC provided by Imperial College
London to make this research possible.
• We are the first to propose a framework, called Bayesian-like Design
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Table 1.3: Train and Test IV MAPE
Model Train Mean. Train Std. Test Mean. Test Std.
multi model 1.74 0.50 3.34 2.18
multi* model 1.76 0.50 3.35 2.17
single model 2.15 0.67 3.60 2.12
single* model 1.82 0.52 3.38 2.16
ssvi 2.59 0.85 3.73 2.18
vanilla model 3.21 0.98 4.46 2.07
vanilla* model 2.87 0.80 4.18 2.04
This table computes the mean and standard deviation of Train and Test IV (implied
volatility) MAPE in percentage. There are 5116 trading days. On each trading day,
we fit all the models using filtered option quotes available on that day to compute the
MAPE of implied volatility. The mean and standard deviation for the Train IV MAPE
are listed in the first and second column. To verify the out-of-sample performance, we
employ the above trained models to predict the implied volatilities for the next trading
day to compute MAPE of implied volatility. The mean and standard deviation for
the Test IV MAPE are listed in the third and fourth column.Clearly, multi model is
the best for both in-sample and out-of-sample performance.Model with * means the
specified model without constraints.
Table 1.4: Train and Test Price MAPE
Model Train Mean. Train Std. Test Mean. Test Std.
multi model 5.97 1.86 10.64 6.72
multi* model 6.03 1.86 10.67 6.70
single model 7.38 2.57 11.64 6.68
single* model 6.20 1.91 10.77 6.67
ssvi 8.71 2.72 12.74 6.74
vanilla model 11.31 3.57 14.61 6.42
vanilla* model 10.53 3.34 14.17 6.60
This table computes the mean and standard deviation of Train and Test Pricing MAPE
in percentage. There are 5116 trading days. On each trading day, we fit all the models
using filtered option quotes available on that day to calculate the MAPE of option
prices. The mean and standard deviation for the Train Pricing MAPE are listed in the
first and second column. To verify the out-of-sample performance, we employ the above
trained models to predict the implied volatilities for the next trading day to compute
MAPE of option prices. The mean and standard deviation for the Test Pricing MAPE
are listed in the third and fourth column.Clearly, multi model is the best for both in-
sample and out-of-sample performance.Model with * means the specified model without
constraints.
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Figure 1.8: Train and Test IV&Price MAPE
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(b) Train Price MAPE
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(c) Test IV MAPE
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(d) Test Price MAPE
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We calculate the mean of in-sample and out-of-sample MAPEs in each quarter for multi
model, single model, vanilla model and SSVI and plot them to show the performance of
each method. These graph shows again that multi model is the best for both in-sample
and out-of-sample performance.
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Figure 1.9: Percentage of Violation
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(b) single
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(c) vanilla
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(d) multi*
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(e) single*
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(f) vanilla*
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On each trading day, we fit all the models using filtered option quotes available on that
day and compute the percentage of violation in pseudo data for monotonic condition, left
boundary condition, right boundary condition, free of butterfly arbitrage condition and
asymptotic condition. We calculate the median of these percentage of violation in each
quarter for all models and plot them. Obviously, the model with prior information has
much less violations than the corresponding one without prior information. Meanwhile,
the multi model has the least violation with a scale of round 10 4, much smaller than
the single model and vanilla model. This means the prior information introduced in
our framework does help to alleviate arbitrage situations considerably. Furthermore, a
blind usage of neural network, like vanilla* model (vanilla model without conditions),
will lead to a large percentage of arbitrage violations. Model with * means the specified
model without constraints.
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Figure 1.10: Comparison of Implied Volatility Surface
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We plot the implied volatility surface of multi model (above) and multi model without
regularisation (below) on 2016/01/11. The graph for multi model without regularisation
seems a bit over-fitting while the multi model above looks normal.
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Figure 1.11: Comparison of Risk Neutral Density
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We plot the risk neutral density extracted from multi model (above) and multi model
without regularisation (below) for forward return with duration 11, 32, 109 and 704 days.
The risk neutral density for 109 and 704 days in multi model without regularisation looks
quite strange compared with those in multi model.
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Figure 1.12: Limit Condition Check
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we plot the d+(m, ⌧) as a function of m for multi model on 2016/01/11 with ⌧ equal to
11, 32, 109 and 704 days. The tendency of going to  1 verifies the limit condition.
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Approach, on how to design a deep neural network combined with
economic assumptions. This guideline can be used for any modelling
purpose rather than just modelling the IVS.
• Our multi model has better performance, in-sample and out-of-sample,
than benchmark model SSVI. This illustrates a well-designed data-
driven method has the potential to surpass some existing models in
mathematical finance literature.
• There is still plenty of room to boost the multi model by investigating
the model hyper-parameters.
• The multi model has the potential to be used in the HF option data.
• There is not many research working on how to combine machine
learning, mathematical finance and finance in a coherent way to solve
some modelling problems.
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Chapter 2
Neural Network for Call
Option Pricing: Bayesian alike
Design Approach
2.1 Introduction
Yang et al. [2017] who propose a gated neural network for pricing European
call options. They integrate assumptions of a valid call option surface from
classical mathematical finance literature into neural network as inductive
bias. Yang et al. [2017] can be reformulated in the form of Bayesian alike
design approach in Chapter 1.
Option pricing models have long been a popular research area. From a
theoretical perspective, new option pricing models provide an opportunity
for academics to examine financial markets’ mechanics. From a practical
viewpoint, market makers desire e cient pricing models to set bid and
ask prices in derivative markets. The earliest and simplest pricing model,
Black–Scholes Black and Scholes [1973a] gives a rough theoretical estimate
of European option price. Since then many studies have attempted to find
better option pricing models by relaxing the strict assumptions in Black–
Scholes. The models proposed by mathematical finance literature usually
start from a set of economic assumptions and end up with a deterministic
formula that takes as input some market signals (e.g., moneyness, time
to maturity, and risk-free rate). In contrast, machine learning studies
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solve option pricing in a data-driven way: as a regression problem, with
similar inputs to mathematical finance models, and real market option
prices as outputs. The complicated relationship between input and output
(e.g., a Black–Scholes like formula) is learned from a large amount of data
rather than derived from economic axioms. Progress in data-driven option
pricing can be driven by improvements in model expressibility, as well as
integrating selected economic axioms into a data-driven model as prior
knowledge. In this paper we employ the Bayesian alike design approach to
rederive the results of call option pricing from Yang et al. [2017].
Regression models trained by machine learning techniques, such as ker-
nel machines and neural networks, generalise well to out-of-sample cases
as long as the training data is su cient. Such data-driven methods give
good option price estimates Malliaris and Salchenberger [1993], and can
even surpass formula derived from economic principles. One drawback of
existing data-driven approaches is that they seek a unique solution for
all options. However, learned pricing models fail on certain options, for
example, some overestimate deep out-of-the money options Bennell and
Sutcli↵e [2004], or underestimate options very close to maturity Dugas
et al. [2000]. To alleviate these issues, Gradojevic et al. [2009] proposed a
‘divide-and-conquer’ strategy, by first grouping options into sub-categories,
and building distinct pricing models for each sub-category. However, this
categorisation is done by manually defined heuristics, and may not be con-
sistent with market conditions, and their changes in time. In this paper,
we propose a novel class of neural networks for option pricing. These im-
plement a divide-and-conquer method where option grouping is automatic
and learned from data rather than manual heuristics. Therefore, it can dy-
namically adjust both option classification and refine the per-class pricing
model as the market changes with time. Experiments on S&P 500 index
options show that our approach is significantly better than others.
A limitation of all the above machine learning-based methods is that
while they may fit the data well (e.g., mean square error), they do not
enforce some economic principles, thus ruling out their suitability for pric-
ing in practice. e.g., option prices have theoretical bounds, the violation
of which makes investors gain risk-free profit (so-called arbitrage). This
motivates another less-studied approach to improving data-driven option
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pricing: opening up black box models to integrate economic axioms as con-
straints into learning algorithms Dugas et al. [2000]. From an economic
perspective, this is designing a neural network (NN) to make economically
meaningful predictions, and from a learning perspective it is providing
domain-specific inductive bias to improve generalisation and avoid over-
fitting. In this paper, we derive a class of gated neural networks with
stronger economic rationality guarantees than existing work. In particular
our neural price predictor is the first learning based approach to carry a
valid risk neutral density function, i.e., a valid probability distribution over
the future asset price in risk neutral probability space [Jeanblanc et al.,
2009].
Our contribution is three-fold: (1) We propose a neural network with
superior option pricing performance. (2) We evaluate our method against
several baselines on a large-scale dataset: it includes 5139 trading days and
3029327 option contracts – this is 70 times larger than previous studies
Dugas et al. [2000], Gradojevic et al. [2009]. (3) Our neural network model
is meaningful in that it enforces all the necessary requirements for an eco-
nomically valid (no arbitrage) call option pricing model. This results in
a valid risk neutral density function, from which users can extract many
metrics, e.g., variance, kurtosis and skewness, that are crucial for risk man-
agement purposes.
2.2 Literature Review
2.2.1 Mathematical Finance Models
Asset pricing is a very active research area in finance and mathematical
finance. The oldest and most famous model for option pricing is Black–
Scholes Black and Scholes [1973a]. The biggest criticism of this model is
its incompatibility with the volatility smile behaviour in real markets due
to its constant volatility assumption. The volatility smile exists due to
the fact that real-world distributions are often fat-tailed and asymmetric.
Stochastic volatility models, (e.g. Heston [1993b]), aim to model the above
smile behaviour through allowing randomness of volatility, compensated for
by introducing random volatility process Heston [1993b]. Another stream
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of research suggests including jumps which represent rare events in the
underlying process to alleviate the smile problem. These models are called
Levy models Merton [1976], Kou [2002], Madan et al. [1998], Barndor↵-
Nielsen [1997], Carr and Geman [2002] and are able to generate volatility
skew or smile. A comprehensive theoretical explanation of asset pricing
models can be found in Jeanblanc et al. [2009]. This paper tackles the
skew/smile problem in a more data-driven way: it learns from market
prices so that a model that fits the market prices well is expected to carry
the same smile structure.
There are many methods for implementing option pricing models in-
cluding: Fourier-based Carr and Madan [1999], Tree-based Cox et al.
[1979], Finite di↵erence Schwartz [1977] and Monte Carlo methods Boyle
[1977]. In this paper, we employ the Fractional Fast Fourier Transform
method Cooley and Tukey [1965] for our benchmark option pricing models
as their characteristic functions are known.
2.2.2 Neural Network Models
There is a long history of computer scientists trying to solve option pricing
using neural networks Malliaris and Salchenberger [1993]. Option pricing
can be seen as a standard regression task for which there are many estab-
lished methods and neural networks (rebranded deep learning) is one of
the most popular choices.
Some researchers claim that one advantage of neural network (NN)
methods is that they do not make as many assumptions as the mathemat-
ical finance models. However, neural network models are not orthogonal
to mathematical finance models. In fact, some neural network methods
leverage classic economic insights. For example, Garcia and Genc¸ay [2000]
proposed a neural option pricing model with a Black–Scholes like formula.
Dugas et al. [2000] chose specific activation functions and positive weight
parameter constraints such that their model has the second-order deriva-
tive properties required by economic axioms. These studies suggested that
introducing econometric constraints produces better option pricing models
compared to vanilla feed-forward neural networks. A good survey of this
line of work can be found in Garcia et al. [2010].
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While some neural network methods have benefited from economic in-
sights, these methods have always tried to find a universal pricing model
for all options in the market. However, it has been shown that for deep
out-of-money options or those with long maturity, neural network meth-
ods perform very badly Bennell and Sutcli↵e [2004]. This is unsurprising
because neural network methods usually produce a smooth pricing surface
that fails to capture these awkward and low-volume parts of the market.
Gradojevic et al. [2009] tried to address this issue by categorising options
based on their moneyness and time to maturity, and training independent
neural networks for each class of options. Their grouping of options is
based on fixed manual heuristic that is suboptimal, and does not adapt to
the changing market data over time. Our method is a neural network that
exploits a similar divide-and-conquer idea, however it jointly learns the
inter-related problems of separating options into groups and pricing each
group. Providing this increased model expressibility challenges our previ-
ous goal of building in economic axioms to ensure meaningful predictions,
because rationality constraints are harder to enforce in this more complex
model. Thus we strongly attempt to contribute both a more expressive
neural learner, and stronger rationality constraints guarantees to existing
work.
2.3 Methodology
2.3.1 Theoretical Assumptions
• A probability space (⌦,F , (Ft)t 0,P) is given and the filtration sat-
isfies the usual condition.
• (St)t 0 is the spot price of an asset at time t. For general purpose,
we assume it is a non-negative semi-martingale
• There is no arbitrage in the market and the time to maturity date of
the instrument is always finite.
To avoid dealing with interest rates and dividends, we work under for-
ward measure instead of risk neutral measure. Let us denote (Ft,T )t 0 as
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the forward price of the asset (St)t 0 with maturity date T . From no arbi-
trage assumption, we know there exists an equivalent martingale measure
Q in which the forward price (Ft,T )t 0 is a martingale. Furthermore, for-
ward price (Ft,T )t 0 can also be represented as Ft,T = StB(t,T ) where B(t, T )
stands for the price (at time t) of the zero-coupon bond paying one unit
at time T .
We will define some variables which are useful in this section.
Definition 2.3.1. Forward moneyness The forward moneyness m is de-
fined as
m =
K
Ft,T
where K is the strike price and Ft,T is the forward price.
Definition 2.3.2. Annualised time to maturity The annualised time to
maturity ⌧ is defined as
⌧ =
T   t
A
where A is the annualisation factor.
Remark. If the time-to-maturity is 7 days and A = 365, ⌧ = 7365 = 0.0192.
We focus on European call options. A call option is a contract that
gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to acquire the underlying
asset (e.g., stock) at a specified price (called strike price) on a certain future
date (called the maturity date). We denote the true option price from the
market as c(K, ⌧), and the estimate of the option pricing model as cˆ(K, ⌧).
From no arbitrage principles, we have,
cˆ(K, ⌧) = e r⌧EQt
⇥
(FT,T  K)+
⇤
= e r⌧
Z 1
0
max(0, FT,T  K)f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T .
Here r is the risk-free rate constant and e r⌧ serves as a discount term.
f(x|Ft,T ) is the conditional risk neutral probability density function for the
asset price at time T (i.e., FT,T ), given its price at time t (i.e., Ft,T ). This
equation can be explained intuitively: max(0, FT,T   K) is the potential
revenue of having this option at time T , and f(FT,T |Ft,T ) is the probability
density of that revenue, thus the integral term is in fact the expected
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revenue at time T given the current status Ft,T in risk neutral probability
space. Because of the no arbitrage assumption, this expected revenue in
the future should be discounted at risk-free rate to get the price at time t.
For further simplification, we assume that the target we want to model
is the forward price of call option, denoted c˜,
c˜(K, ⌧) = EQt
⇥
(FT,T  K)+
⇤
=
Z 1
0
max(0, FT,T  K)f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T .
c˜ can be learned from data as a regression problem, but this does not
necessarily lead to a meaningful predictive model unless f(·) is a valid
probability density function.
2.3.2 Prior Information
The no arbitrage principles for call option pricing is well studied in math-
ematical finance literature. We list six conditions Fo¨llmer and Schied
[2004] C1-C6 that a meaningful option pricing model should meet to work
as the prior information.
Theorem 2.3.1 (No Static Arbitrage). Let Ft,T > 0. If there is a map
c˜(K, ⌧) : R+ ⇥ R+ ! R that satisfies the following conditions, then there
exists a non-negative Markov martingale Ft,T such that it is free of static
arbitrage:
1. c˜(·, ⌧) is non-increasing on R+
@c˜
@K
 0 (C1)
2. c˜(·, ⌧) is convex on R+
@2c˜
@K2
  0 (C2)
3. c˜(K, ·) is non-decreasing on R+
@c˜
@⌧
  0 (C3)
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4. For K !1,
lim
K!1
c˜(K, ⌧) = 0 (C4)
5. when ⌧ = 0,
c˜(K, 0) = max(0, Ft,T  K) (C5)
6. c˜ is bounded,
max(0, Ft,T  K)  c˜(K, ⌧)  Ft,T (C6)
We provide an explanation for the above conditions as below. The
rigorous mathematical prove can be found in Fo¨llmer and Schied [2004].
1. For condition C1, we know that
@c˜
@K
=
Z K
0
f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T   1
and
R K
0 f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T is a cumulative distribution functionQ(FT,T 
K) thus its value can not be larger than one.
2. For condition C1, we know that
@c˜
@K
=
Z K
0
f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T   1
and
R K
0 f(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T is a cumulative distribution functionQ(FT,T 
K) thus its value can not be larger than one.
3. For condition C2,
@2c˜
@K2
= f(FT,T |Ft,T , ⌧)
is a probability density function so its value can not be smaller than
zero.
4. For condition C3, this is intuitive: the longer you wait (larger ⌧),
the higher chance that the underlying asset price will eventually be
greater than the strike price. Thus the price should be non-decreasing
with time to maturity.
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5. For condition C3, this is intuitive: the longer you wait (larger ⌧),
the higher chance that the underlying asset price will eventually be
greater than the strike price. Thus the price should be non-decreasing
with time to maturity.
6. For condition C4, if the strike price is infinity, the option price should
be zero because the underlying asset price is always smaller than the
strike price. There is no point in trading the option.
7. For condition C5, when ⌧ = 0, the option is ready to execute immedi-
ately, so its price should be exactly max(0, Ft,T K) since Ft,T = FT,T .
8. The last boundary condition C6 can be easily derived from put-call
parity and payo↵ of the call option. Call option price can not exceed
the underlying price, otherwise an investor can arbitrage by buying
the stock and selling the option at same time and closing all positions
when the option is expired. Note that the upper bound implies that
when K = 0 we should have c˜(0, ⌧) =
R1
0 FT,Tf(FT,T |Ft,T )dFT,T =
Ft,T . Some studies Roper [2010] prefer the integral formula instead
of the upper bound, while they are actually the same. For the lower
bound, the call option price must exceed max(0, Ft,T  K) as option
has time value.
Assumptions In the above we have made the assumptions: (i) the first
and second-order derivative of c˜ with respect to K exist. (ii) the first-order
derivative of c˜ with respect to ⌧ exists. Before we introduce our proposed
option pricing model, we make the last transformation. We change c˜(K, ⌧)
into c˜(m, ⌧) where m = KFt,T . The reason we change to moneyness space is
that neural network prefers rescaled inputs.
2.3.3 Prior Neural Network For Single Model
In order to make training process stable, our target will be a rescaled
forward option price. The core part of our single model y(m, ⌧) is
y(m, ⌧) =
c˜(m, ⌧)
Ft,T
. (2.1)
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It takes two inputs: moneyness m and time-to-maturity ⌧ . The objective
is then to minimise the di↵erence between the true market price of the
option c and the estimate cˆ produced by the pricing model, where cˆ =
e r⌧ c˜ = e r⌧Ft,Ty.
Our pricing function y(m, ⌧) is modelled by a neural network illustrated
in Fig. 2.1 and specified by the formula
y(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 1(b˜j  mew˜j) 2(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j)ewˆj . (2.2)
Here  1(x) = log(1 + ex) (softplus function) and  2(x) =
1
1+e x (sigmoid
function). J is the number of neurons in the hidden layer. The parameters
to learn are weight (w˜, w¯, and wˆ) and bias (b˜ and b¯) terms. We can see
that this is a gated neural network Sigaud et al. [2015] with two sides:
the left-hand side takes m and produces j = 1 . . . J neurons  1(b˜j  mew˜j)
and the right-hand side takes ⌧ produces j = 1 . . . J neurons  2(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j).
Then paired neurons (with the same index) from two sides are merged by
a multiplication gate. Finally the J penultimate layer neurons produce the
final prediction y using weights wˆ.
Embedding Prior Information We now show how the network of
Eq. 2.2 meets the prior information laid out earlier. The derivative of
softplus is sigmoid function:  01(x) =  2(x), and the derivative of sigmoid
is  02(x) =  2(x)(1    2(x)). Thus, we can tell that  1(x),  2(x),  01(x),
and  02(x) =  
00
1(x) all produce positive values. Note that the weights have
constrained sign: Left-branch weights are negative by imposing  ew˜, and
right and top layer weights are positive by imposing ew¯ and ewˆ.
We can verify that Eq. 2.2 meets conditions C1-C3 since
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Figure 2.1: Single Model
m
...
?
...
...
y
The proposed single model: Note that bias terms exist, although they are omitted for
neat appearance. ⌦ is the multiplication gate that outputs the product of the inputs.
@y
@m
=
JX
j=1
 ew˜j 2(b˜j  mew˜j) 2(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j)ewˆj  0
@2y
@m2
=
JX
j=1
e2w˜j 02(b˜j  mew˜j) 2(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j)ewˆj   0
@y
@⌧
=
JX
j=1
ew¯j 1(b˜j  mew˜j) 02(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j)ewˆj   0
and the conditions C1, C2 and C3 can be rewritten as,
@c˜
@K
=
@Ft,Ty
@K
= Ft,T
@y
@m
@m
@K
= Ft,T
@y
@m
1
Ft,T
=
@y
@m
 0
@2c˜
@K2
=
@2y
@m@K
=
@2y
@m2
@m
@K
=
1
Ft,T
@2y
@m2
  0
@c˜
@⌧
=
@Ft,Ty
@⌧
= Ft,T
@y
@⌧
  0
Condition C4 can be easily verified as m ! 1 when K ! 1, and
 1(b˜j  mew˜j) = 0 when m!1. Therefore y = 0 and then c˜ = Ft,Ty = 0.
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Table 2.1: Virtual Options for Condition C5
⌧ e r⌧ Ft,T K cˆ and c c˜ y (expected)
0 1 1000 10 990 990 0.9900
0 1 1000 20 980 980 0.9800
0 1 1000 990 10 10 0.0100
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
0 1 1100 10 1090 1090 0.9909
0 1 1100 20 1080 1080 0.9818
0 1 1100 1090 10 10 0.0091
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Condition C5 is hard to achieve by network architecture design (e.g., weight constraints,
or activation function selection). We therefore meet them by synthesising virtual option
contracts in training – they do not exist in the real market and their true prices c are
equal to their theoretically estimated prices cˆ. In detail, to meet condition C5, we
generate a number of virtual data points: For every unique Ft,T , we fix ⌧ = 0 and
uniformly sample K in [0, Ft,T ], and the option price should be exactly Ft,T  K.
This also explains why there is no bias term for the top layer.
Conditions C5 and C6 are hard to achieve by network architecture de-
sign (e.g., weight constraints, or activation function selection). We there-
fore meet them by synthesising virtual option contracts in training – they
do not exist in the real market and their true prices c are equal to their
theoretically estimated prices cˆ. In detail, to meet condition C5, we gen-
erate a number of virtual data points: For every unique Ft,T , we fix ⌧ = 0
and uniformly sample K in [0, Ft,T ], and the option price should be exactly
Ft,T   K. An illustration of examples of virtual options can be found in
Table 2.1.
Condition C6 is trickier. For the upper bound, we again synthesise
virtual training options: For every unique ⌧ , we create an option with K =
0 corresponding to the most expensive option. Empirically the lower bound
is very unlikely to be violated because (i) when K   Ft,T the lower bound
is 0 – this is met due to the neural network design (ii) when K < Ft,T ,
the virtual data for condition C5 and the market data are highly unlikely
to be mis-priced as we convert (out-of-the-money) put options into (in-
the-money) call options (details see the first part of Experiment section),
so the NN model learns this lower bound from data. An illustration of
examples of virtual options can be found in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2: Virtual Options for Condition C6
⌧ e r⌧ Ft,T K cˆ and c c˜ y (expected)
7 0.98 1000 0 1000 1020 1.0200
14 0.95 1100 0 1100 1158 1.0526
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Condition C6 is hard to achieve by network architecture design (e.g., weight constraints,
or activation function selection). We therefore meet them by synthesising virtual option
contracts in training – they do not exist in the real market and their true prices c
are equal to their theoretically estimated prices cˆ. For the upper bound, we again
synthesise virtual training options: For every unique ⌧ , we create an option with K =
0 corresponding to the most expensive option. Empirically the lower bound is very
unlikely to be violated because (i) when K   Ft,T the lower bound is 0 – this is met due
to the neural network design (ii) when K < Ft,T , the virtual data for condition C5 and
the market data are highly unlikely to be mis-priced as we convert (out-of-the-money)
put options into (in-the-money) call options (details see the first part of Experiment
section), so the NN model learns this lower bound from data.
Option pricing can be sensitive to choice of loss function Christo↵ersen
and Jacobs [2004]. We combine two objectives: Mean Square Error (MSE)
and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE).
From the above discussion, our prior neural network for single model is
listed as following.
y(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 1(b˜j  mew˜j) 2(b¯j + ⌧ew¯j)ewˆj .
with the loss function
` = ↵`MSE +  `MAPE
• `MSE(c, cˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(cn   cˆn)2
• `MAPE(c, cˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(
|cn cˆn|
cn
)
We also generate the following pseudo-data for condition C5 and C6
• C5: For every unique Ft,T , we fix ⌧ = 0 and uniformly sample K in
[0, Ft,T ], and the option price should be exactly Ft,T  K.
• C6: For every unique ⌧ , we create an option with K = 0 correspond-
ing to the most expensive option.
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Figure 2.2: Multi Model
m ?
y1 y2 yI...
m ?
...
w1 w2 wI...
y
The proposed multi model: The right side is the weight generating model, and the
left side is a set of single models. Note that the left side is not a single layer. Each
(m, ⌧)! yi (linked by two dashed arrows) is realised by a full-sized single model.   is
the addition gate that outputs the sum of the inputs.
We will use this prior deep neural network together with training data and
pseudo-data to get the posterior deep neural network for single model. To
train the NNs, we use the Adam Optimiser Kingma and Ba [2015].
2.3.4 Prior Neural Network For Multi Model
The previous network provides a single rational prediction model for all
options. Our full model jointly trains multiple pricing models, as well as a
weighting model to softly switch them. As illustrated in Fig. 2.2, the full
model’s left-hand side has i = 1 . . . I single pricing models:
yi(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 1(b˜
(i)
j  mew˜
(i)
j ) 2(b¯
(i)
j + ⌧e
w¯
(i)
j )ewˆ
(i)
j (2.3)
Its right-hand branch is a network with one K unit hidden layer, and the
top layer has an I-way softmax activation function that provides a model
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Table 2.3: Notation and Parameter Summary
Sym. Shape Comment
Number
in Single
Number
in Multi
w˜ 1⇥ J Weight for moneyness 1 I
b˜ J Bias term for moneyness 1 I
w¯ 1⇥ J Weight for time to maturity 1 I
b¯ J Bias term for time to maturity 1 I
wˆ J ⇥ 1 Weight for final pricing 1 I
W˙ 2⇥K Weight for input to hidden 0 1
b˙ K Bias term for hidden 0 1
W¨ K ⇥ I Weight for hidden to output 0 1
b¨ I Bias term for output 0 1
The parameters of the single and multi model approaches are summarised, where the
top is the single pricing model and the bottom is the weighting network (right-branch)
in multi model.
selector for the left branch.
wi(m, ⌧) =
e
PK
k=1  2(mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨iPI
i=1 e
PK
k=1  2(mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨i
(2.4)
Finally, the overall output y is the softmax weighted average of the I local
option pricing models’ outputs. Due to the softmax activation, the sum of
weights (wi’s) is one.
y(m, ⌧) =
IX
i=1
yi(m, ⌧)wi(m, ⌧). (2.5)
One can see the multi model as a mixture of expert ensemble Jacobs et al.
[1991], or a multi-task learning model Yang and Hospedales [2015]. The
parameters of the single and multi model approaches are summarised in
Table 2.3.
Embedding Prior Information It can be verified that the multi-network
above still meets Conditions C1, C3 and C4. Conditions C5, C6 are again
softly enforced by feed virtual data training data. The outstanding issue
is that the multi-model breaks the Condition C2. To alleviate this, we use
the learning from hints trick Abu-Mostafa [1993].
Denoting the first-order derivative of y(m, ⌧) w.r.t. m as g(m, ⌧) = @y@m ,
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we introduce a new loss,
PX
p=1
QX
q=1
max(0, g(mp,q, ⌧q)  g(mp,q + , ⌧q)) (2.6)
Where   is an small number, e.g.,   = 0.001. Q is the number of unique
time-to-maturity in the training set, and P is the number of pseudo data
generated for every unique time-to-maturity. Eq. 2.6 will push g(m, ⌧) to
a monotonically increasing function w.r.t. m, thus @g@m (equivalently
@2y
@m2 )
tends to be larger than zero. Recall that @
2c˜
@K2 =
1
Ft,T
@2y
@m2 , so Eq. 2.6 fixes the
negative second derivative issue. Unlike the virtual options for condition C5
and C6, we do not consider the loss caused by price di↵erence for these data
points, i.e., the data are generated for ensuring second derivative property
only and we do not actually price them.
In summary, the multi-model now embed all prior information. From
the above discussion, our prior neural network for multi model is listed as
following.
y(m, ⌧) =
IX
i=1
yi(m, ⌧)wi(m, ⌧) (2.7)
with the loss function
` = `0 +  `1
and
• `0 = ↵`MSE +  `MAPE
– `MSE(c, cˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(cn   cˆn)2
– `MAPE(c, cˆ) = 1N
PN
n=1(
|cn cˆn|
cn
)
• `1 =
PP
p=1
PQ
q=1max(0, g(mp,q, ⌧q)  g(mp,q + , ⌧q))
where `0 is the fitting loss and `1 is the losses coming from C2. We also
generate the following pseudo-data for condition C5 and C6
• C5: For every unique Ft,T , we fix ⌧ = 0 and uniformly sample K in
[0, Ft,T ], and the option price should be exactly Ft,T  K.
• C6: For every unique ⌧ , we create an option with K = 0 correspond-
ing to the most expensive option.
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We will use this prior deep neural network together with training data and
pseudo-data to get the posterior deep neural network for multi model. To
train the NNs, we use the Adam Optimiser Kingma and Ba [2015].
2.4 Experiments
Data and Preprocessing The option data for S&P500 index comes
from OptionMetrics and Bloomberg, which provide historical End-of-Day
bid and ask quotes. The data sample covers the period 04/01/1996-
31/05/2016. The corresponding risk free rates and index dividend yields
are also provided by OptionMetrics and Bloomberg. OptionMetrics also
provides zero coupon yield curve which is constructed using LIBOR rates.
However, we know that after 2008 financial crisis, traditional LIBOR-based
zero curve is certainly not risk free. Hence, I download the overnight index
swap (OIS) rates from Bloomberg and bootstrap the zero rate curve from
these rates starting from 01/01/2008 to 31/05/2016. Before 01/01/2008, I
still use the zero rate curve provided by OptionMetrics. The risk-free rates
are interpolated using cubic spline to match the option maturity. Forward
price is inferred from put-call parity. I find this is better than using the
constant dividend rate provided by OptionMetrics to calculate the forward
price.
Several data filters should be carried out before model calibration. I
exclude all option quotes less than 3/8 as these prices may be misleading
due to close to tick size. Bid-ask mid-point price is calculated as a proxy
for closing price. I discard in-the-money put and call option quotes as
out-of-the-money options are more reliable than less traded in-the-money
options. Furthermore, we aim to keep as many contracts as possible. We
only omit contracts with maturity less than 2 days. Options with short
maturity, like weekly index options, are getting more and more popular in
recent days. Hence, it is necessary to keep them rather than just discard
them. This will clearly increase the di culty in programming and requires
stability in optimisation. Fortunately, this is not a daunting job for neural
network. After these operations, there are 3, 029, 327 option quotes left
valid quotes.
As our model focuses on pricing call options, we transfer put prices into
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Figure 2.3: Test MAPE
We compare our models denoted as Single and Multi with five baseline methods: PSSF
Dugas et al. [2000], Modular Neural Networks (MNN) Gradojevic et al. [2009], Black–
Scholes (BS) Black and Scholes [1973b], Variance Gamma (VG) Madan et al. [1998], and
Kou Jump Kou [2002]. The Plot shows the superiority of our multi model in the terms
of both performance and stability. The shadowed parts correspond to the following
events: the Dot-com bubble (1998), the global financial crisis (2008), and the European
debt crisis (2011). We note that all methods simultaneously have drops in performance
in the crisis.
call prices through put-call parity rather than discarding all put prices –
this will introduce many in-the-money call options as the complement since
we discard the original in-the-money call option quotes. Time-to-maturity
is annually normalised, e.g., for ⌧ = 7 (seven days), the actual input is
7
365 = 0.019178.
2.4.1 Experiments I: Quantitative Comparison
We design the experiment as follows: we train a model with five continu-
ous trading days data, and use the following one day for testing. We com-
pare our models denoted as Single andMulti with five baseline methods:
PSSF Dugas et al. [2000], Modular Neural Networks (MNN) Gradoje-
vic et al. [2009], Black–Scholes (BS) Black and Scholes [1973b], Variance
Gamma (VG) Madan et al. [1998], and Kou Jump Kou [2002]. For the
three econometric methods1, namely BS, VG, and Kou Jump, we only use
the last training day’s data to calibrate their parameters (see Discussion
for why). For Single and PSSF, the number of hidden layer neurons is
J = 5. The number of pricing models in Multi is I = 9 as MNN has
this setting. The number of neurons in hidden layer for the right-branch
weighting network of Multi is K = 5. We report the MSE and MAPE on
1We release the code of these methods in Github:
github.com/arraystream/↵toptionlib
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Table 2.4: Train and Test Performance
Train Test
MSE MAPE (%) MSE MAPE (%)
PSSF 267.48 25.77 269.56 26.25
MNN 50.08 16.89 63.16 18.22
Single 579.74 34.74 580.47 34.99
Multi 9.91 5.75 12.11 6.84
BS 63.73 21.64 64.71 22.42
VG 55.40 18.42 61.57 22.64
Kou Jump 18.37 8.69 20.13 9.90
We compare our models denoted as Single and Multi with five baseline methods: PSSF
Dugas et al. [2000], Modular Neural Networks (MNN) Gradojevic et al. [2009], Black–
Scholes (BS) Black and Scholes [1973b], Variance Gamma (VG) Madan et al. [1998],
and Kou Jump Kou [2002]. The Table shows the superiority of our multi model in the
terms of both in sample and out of sample performance.
(c, e r⌧Ft,Ty) for a meaningful comparison, though for numerical stability
we train the model to (equivalently) minimise the di↵erence on (er⌧ cFt,T , y).
Both Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.3 show the superiority of our multi model
in the terms of both performance and stability. We note that all methods
simultaneously have drops in performance in Fig. 2.3 at a few time points
which correspond to Dot-com bubble (1998), global financial crisis (2008),
and European debt crisis (2011).
2.4.2 Experiments II: Analysis of Contributions
In this section, we illustrate and validate our virtual-option strategy for
meeting conditions C5 and C6, and the second derivative fix used by our
multi-model for C2. We show an example when the testing day is 15th May
2008, on which the S&P Index is 1423. We plot the risk neutral density of
the S&P Index after 7 days (i.e., ⌧ = 7). Fig. 2.4 shows the necessity of
both virtual option contracts and positive second derivative enforcement.
Both are required to generate a valid probability density, i.e., (i) non-
negative and (ii) integrate to one. Furthermore, the probability density
function should be economically reasonable, e.g. asset price close to zero
after ⌧ = 7 days should be a rare event (small probability).
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Figure 2.4: Implied Distribution Under Di↵erent Prior Information
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Implied distribution over future asset price. Top Left: Our multi model. Top Right:
Without second derivative constraint (C2), we observe invalid negative values. Bottom
Left: Without virtual options (conditions C5 and C6): we see density around zero which
is senseless. Bottom Right: No derivative constraint or virtual options gives invalid and
meaningless density.
Our model produces a valid density as a natural consequence of con-
straints C1-C6. In contrast, PSSF Dugas et al. [2000] in Fig. 2.5 only
meets conditions C1-C3 and it produces both an invalid density and. an
unreasonable large zero-price probability. Theoretically speaking, MNN
Gradojevic et al. [2009] can not produce a density function because its
derivative w.r.t. K is not well-defined. A numerical result in Fig. 2.5
(Right) illustrates this, where we can see a discontinuous point.
Discussion We explain why we feed only one day data to the econometric
methods and five days data to train the NNs. Unlike the machine learn-
ing based methods, every parameter in econometric methods has a specific
meaning. There is no analogy to increasing model capacity through in-
creasing the number of parameters. In contrast, NN methods o↵er flexible
model capacity e.g. changing the number of hidden neurons. The econo-
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Figure 2.5: Implied Distribution For PSSF and MNN
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Neither PSSF nor MNN produces a valid distribution. Left: PSSF risk neural density
for X-axis range [0, 2000]. Middle: PSSF risk neural density for X-axis range [400, 2000]
(note the di↵erence on Y-axis scale). Right: Risk neural density of MNN.
metric methods are designed, by principle, to fit at most one day data
where Ft,T is unique (some of them can only fit one day’s data with a
unique ⌧ thus a separate step of interpolation is further required). Feeding
multiple days’ data to the econometric models leads to severe under-fitting
and catastrophically bad performance.
In fact, requiring our model to fit multiple days’ data (corresponding to
multiple Ft,T values) increases the training di culty. In our experiments,
we found that the performance of neural network based models is negatively
related to the number of training days. The performance of NN models in
Table 2.4 would improve if trained with one day data. This is against the
established idea that more training data leads to better performance. The
reason is that feeding multiple days’ data implicitly assumes the market
structure is stable in those days. This is likely to be violated as the number
of days grows, introducing a domain-shift problem.
Why do we take this approach? Because a model that adapts to dif-
ferent underlying asset prices is extremely valuable when one wants to
apply the option pricing model on high-frequency data: Ft,T is no longer
a constant (as underlying asset’s closed price) but a changing value (as
underlying asset’s current price). We tend to feed five days rather than
one day data in our model to illustrate that it is possible to model the call
option price using high frequency data.
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2.5 Conclusion
We introduced a neural network for option pricing that outperforms ex-
isting learning-based and some mathematical finance models, and comes
with guarantees about the economic rationality of its outputs. In future
work we will apply this option pricing model to high-frequency data, and
exploit similar constraints for other finance problems.
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Chapter 3
Construction of Option
Implied Information
3.1 Introduction
Extracting information from option prices has been a popular research
area for a long time. The simplest example is obtaining implied volatilities
from option prices by inverting the BS formula, see Black and Scholes
[1973a]. With the development of option pricing models, more complex
information can be extracted such as implied variance, skewness, kurtosis
and even jump intensities, etc. As option prices are derived from the
underlying assets’ future movements in risk neutral measure, information
implied from them is widely believed to be a good complement, or even
superior, to the historical information derived from econometric models
in physical measure. For our purpose, implied information here mainly
focuses on implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis which
are variance, skewness and kurtosis of risk neural density of underlying
return, similar to Bakshi et al. [2003].
There are many advantages of building implied information in a sys-
tematic way for academics and practitioners alike. From a theoretical per-
spective, combined with corresponding information under physical mea-
sure, implied information can provide a way to construct risk premiums.
These risk premiums open a door to study the dynamics and their rela-
tionship with respect to market return and other traditional risk premi-
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ums. Furthermore, implied information might provide an extra way for risk
management and financial crisis analysis. From a practical point of view,
implied information can be constructed as trading signals. These signals
can be used for prediction purposes or used to construct di↵erent portfolio
or trading strategies. Moreover, such information also gives a hint about
the structure of the underlying distribution in a risk neutral world.
Plenty of approaches for getting implied information are discussed in
the literature. We provide a review on section 3.2.1. In this paper, I provide
a solution for the following question. Is there any flexible implementation
framework to derive the conditional risk neutral density of any arbitrary
period of return and calculate corresponding statistics, namely, implied
variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis from option prices? I solve
this problem by proposing a framework combining implied volatility surface
and Automatic Di↵erentiation [Rall, 1981, Neidinger, 2010, Griewank and
Walther, 2008, Baydin et al., 2015]. The framework exhibits the following
features.
• It is flexible to change the implied volatility surface model without
changing the main programming code. This is achieved by intro-
ducing Automatic Di↵erentiation. Construction of an arbitrage-free
implied volatility surface is a well-studied research area and new mod-
els are still coming out. Allowing to switch among these models to
select the best one is clearly an advantage.
• The conditional risk neutral density of arbitrary period of return,
for example, weekly, monthly or quarterly, can be derived from the
framework on each trading day. Furthermore, daily time series of
implied variance, skewness and kurtosis with respect to the return
distribution is easily calculated.
There are several reasons why we start from an implied volatility sur-
face. First, construction of an arbitrage-free implied volatility surface is a
well-studied research area. It is not di cult to find a well-behaved implied
volatility surface. Second, the implied volatility surface is built using all
option contracts in a day and it represents the snapshot of the current
market situation. This brings in many benefits. For example, it is possible
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that some option contracts might have only few data points. However, this
will not cause any problem as their shape will be inferred properly by the
assumption of surface and shape from other liquid contracts. Moreover, if
we want to extract implied information of a non-existing time to maturity,
this is accessible as the implied volatility slice for this non-existing time to
maturity can be easily represented by the calibrated surface and it will be
a good approximation as the implied volatility surface is arbitrage-free.
A very close framework for computing implied information is given by
Bakshi et al. [2003]. The implied information is derived through the in-
tegral of some functions of option prices with respect to strike prices. In
reality, you can not get an infinite number of strikes in the market. This
creates some problems if you want to implement the Bakshi et al. [2003]
method. There are several works [Jiang and Tian, 2005, 2007, Broadie
and Jain, 2008, Carr and Lee, 2009, Figlewski, 2008] resolving this prob-
lems by introducing an extra interpolation and extrapolation method. The
most straightforward and widely adopted way for interpolation and extrap-
olation is well documented in CBOE (Chicago Board Options Exchange)
volatility index (VIX index) report [Exchange, 2009].
In our approach, to avoid the extra interpolation and extrapolation
step, we estimate a valid implied volatility surface using di↵erent methods.
One method is the one developed in Chapter 1 that uses machine learning
to model the IVS, and the second method is SSVI. Using either method
we get the risk neutral density to calculate the implied information. The
availability of the risk neutral density in our approach is a clear advantage
over Bakshi et al. [2003] because more information can be extracted, for
example VaR under risk neutral world.
Moreover, this methodology allows us to compare implied information
over di↵erent time horizons. I construct short-term variance risk premium,
weekly, biweekly or triweekly, using this methodology to test the predictive
power. Furthermore, I also explore an interesting question that whether
di↵erent weekday, which are used to define weekly return and weekly vari-
ance risk premium, will influence the predictive power. From the regression
results, weekly results are more satisfactory than biweekly and triweekly
as only Wednesday is not significant if the alpha level is 5%. For biweekly
and triweekly results, only two out of five days are significant and these
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weekdays are not the same. This raises an interesting question, namely, as
to whether there is a weekday e↵ect which influences the predictive power
of short-term variance risk premium. The monthly and quarterly results
are consistent with the literature [Bollerslev et al., 2009, Carr and Wu,
2009, Bollerslev et al., 2011, Bondarenko, 2014, Xiao and Zhou, 2015].
The rest of the chapter is organized in the following way. In section
3.2, I will provide a literature review on implied information construction
methodology, particularly on model-free methodology. The section 3.4 will
talk about the new framework and two examples are provided. In section
3.5, I will discuss the data and summarize the implementation procedure
of my framework. The section 3.6 explore the predictability of short term
variance risk premium on S&P500 index. The final section provide the
conclusion
3.2 Literature Review
3.2.1 Implied Information Construction
Christo↵ersen et al. [2012] provides a good review on construction and ap-
plication of option implied information. They summarize the theoretical
results on implied volatilities, skewness, kurtosis and densities. The the-
oretical methodologies can be classified as two groups. The first group is
called parametric methods. In this group, a full specification of the model
is given and the implied information can be derived when the parameters of
the model are calibrated using market data [Heston, 1993a, Christo↵ersen
et al., 2009]. The second group is called model free or non-parametric
method [Carr and Madan, 1998, Bakshi et al., 2003]. Compared with the
first group, model-free methods only assume that the process for underly-
ing asset is given. The other processes, like volatility etc. are left unspec-
ified. This clearly reduces the model misspecification risk. Furthermore,
the underlying process can be a very general process. One application of
the model-free method is the VIX index (CBOE Volatility Index). Al-
though the model-free method has many good properties, it is subject to
some potential biases due to truncation errors, discretisation errors, limited
availability of strikes and jump errors mentioned in Jiang and Tian [2005].
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The e↵ects of these errors are discussed in several papers [Jiang and Tian,
2005, 2007, Broadie and Jain, 2008, Carr and Lee, 2009, Figlewski, 2008].
The model-free method is inspired by the finding that any smooth pay-
o↵ function can be replicated by a static portfolio of options, risk-free
bonds and underlying assets. This result is first spotted in Breeden and
Litzenberger [1978] and developed formally in the following works [Green
and Jarrow, 1987, Nachman, 1988]. Carr and Madan [1998] provides a
good review of this formula and apply this result to derive the variance of
log return by taking static positions in options. Bakshi et al. [2003] apply
this general result to get the replicating option portfolios for second, third
and fourth power of log returns.
Another stream of model-free method literature concentrates on the
replication of variance swap. It starts from the pioneer work of Dupire
[1994] and Neuberger [1994]. Neuberger [1994] proposes a non-parametric
approach to value a log contract and shows the pay-o↵ of a variance swap
can be replicated through investing in a static portfolio of options and dy-
namic trading of the underlying assets. Jiang and Tian [2005] and Carr
and Wu [2009] extend the di↵usion assumption of the underlying process in
Neuberger [1994] and Britten Jones and Neuberger [2000] to include jump
components and show that Britten Jones and Neuberger [2000]’s result
still hold as approximation error due to jumps is negligible. Without be-
ing restricted to continuous time replication,Bondarenko [2014] shows that
some specific forms of realised variance contracts can be robustly replicated
even in discrete time. The assumption on underlying price process is quite
general and allows jumps, he also generalises the above specific realised
variance to a new class of so-called generalised variance contracts. These
contracts can be perfectly replicated under the same general conditions.
Several implementation issues concerning the model-free methods are
discussed in Jiang and Tian [2005]. Through a simulation of SVJ model,
they show that truncation and discretisation errors are negligible. The
problems regarding to limited availability of strike prices can be solved by
using simple interpolation and extrapolation method. Similarly, Carr and
Lee [2009] also investigated the order of errors when a variance swap is
replicated in discrete time. They found that the leading source of replica-
tion errors is the cubed daily returns. Broadie and Jain [2008] look into the
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discretisation error and error caused by jumps of asset prices in calculating
variance and volatility swap rates. Their numerical results show that the
discretisation error is typically small but the e↵ect of jumps normally can’t
be ignored which is contrary to the results in [Jiang and Tian, 2005, Carr
and Wu, 2009].
3.3 Background
I will give an overview on the theory and practical implementation of the
model-free method for computing implied information. The pros and cons
will be provided as a motivation to have a better framework for extract-
ing implied information.The background section will be arranged in the
following way. First, I will re-derive all the results in Bakshi et al. [2003]
under forward measure which is more general and convenient than risk neu-
tral measure. Then, the popular practical implementation, SIE method,
given in VIX(CBOE Volatility Index) report [Exchange, 2009] will be pre-
sented. I will point out the disadvantages of this implementation frame-
work throughout the discussion. Finally, I will summarize all the problems
concerning this framework.
3.3.1 Theoretical Results
Theoretical Assumptions
• A probability space (⌦,F , (Ft)t 0,P) is given and the filtration sat-
isfies the usual condition.
• (St)t 0 is the spot price of an asset at time t. For general purpose,
we assume it is a non-negative semi-martingale
• There is no arbitrage in the market and the time to maturity date of
the instrument is always finite.
To avoid dealing with interest rates and dividends, I work under forward
measure instead of risk neutral measure. Let us denote (Ft,T )t 0 as the
forward price of the asset (St)t 0 with maturity date T . From no arbitrage
assumption, we know there exists an equivalent martingale measure Q
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in which the forward price (Ft,T )t 0 is a martingale. Furthermore, for
general purpose, I assume the forward price is driven by two orthogonal
components, a Brownian motion and a finite variation jump process. From
the assumption (Ft,T )t 0 is a martingale, it solves the following stochastic
di↵erential equation
FT,T = Ft,T +
Z T
t
Fs ,T s dWs +
Z T
t
Z
R0
Fs ,T (exp(x)  1)M(w, dx⇥ ds)
(3.1)
where M(w, dx ⇥ ds) = N(w, dx ⇥ ds)   µ(dx, ds) and N(w, dx ⇥
ds) is the poison measure with intensity µ(dx, ds). Furthermore, we as-
sume µ(dx, ds) = ⌫s(dx)ds. ⌫s(dx) satisfies the following two conditions,R
|x|1 |x|2⌫s(dx) <1 and
R
|x|>1 ⌫s(dx) <1.
Implied Information Results
Given the above assumptions, I define
R(t, T ) := ln
✓
FT,T
Ft,T
◆
(3.2)
which is the log return of the forward price from time t to time T . The
replication formula, given by Carr and Madan [1998] is defined as
f(FT,T ) = f() + f
0()
⇥
(FT,T   )+   (  FT,T )+
⇤
+
Z 
0
f 00(K)(K   FT,T )+dK +
Z 1

f 00(K)(FT,T  K)+dK (3.3)
Applying replication formula on log return, I can write log return as
R(t, T ) =
1
Ft,T
(FT,T   Ft,T ) 
"Z Ft,T
0
(K   FT,T )+
K2
dK  
Z 1
Ft,T
(FT,T  K)+
K2
dK
#
(3.4)
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Taking Expectation on both sides of 3.4, I define the forward price of the
log return contract as
FLog(t, T ) := EQt [R(t, T )] =  
Z Ft,T
0
Pt(K,T )
B(t, T )K2
dK  
Z 1
Ft,T
Ct(K,T )
B(t, T )K2
dK
(3.5)
where Pt(K,T ) and Ct(K,T ) are corresponding put and call price at time
t at strike K and maturity date T and B(t, T ) is the price of zero coupon
bound at time t with maturity date T. This means the forward price of
the log return contract can be recovered from the market prices of out of
money European calls and puts.
Bakshi et al. [2003] apply this general result 3.3 to get the replicating
option portfolios for second, third and fourth power of log returns and
define the implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis. Similar
to Bakshi et al. [2003], I provide a general formula for forward price of the
nth log return contract.
FLogn(t, T ) := EQt [R(t, T )n]
=
Z Ft,T
0
n(n  1  ln KFt,T )(ln KFt,T )n 2Pt(K,T )
B(t, T )K2
dK
+
Z 1
Ft,T
n(n  1  ln KFt,T )(ln KFt,T )n 2Ct(K,T )
B(t, T )K2
dK (3.6)
Using this general formula, I can define the risk-neutral log return variance,
skewness, kurtosis in terms of FLogn(t, T ). The variance of risk neutral
log return is defined as
VARQt,T (R(t, T )) := EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤2
= FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 (3.7)
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The skewness of risk neutral log return is defined as
SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) :=
EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤3⇥
EQt[R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]]2
⇤ 3
2
=
FLog3(t, T ) + 2FLog(t, T )3 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
  3FLog
2(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32 (3.8)
The kurtosis of risk neutral log return is defined as
KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) :=
EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤4⇥
EQt[R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]]2
⇤2
=
FLog4(t, T )  4FLog3(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
+
6FLog2(t, T )FLog(t, T ))2   3FLog(t, T )4 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2 (3.9)
The above results provide a theoretical foundation for computing im-
plied information. We can see that the implied information is no more
than the statistics of log return under forward measure. The results of
Bakshi et al. [2003] are appealing because the real prices of options are ob-
servable in the markets. This means the statistics of the log return can be
recovered from market prices. However, if we know the distribution of log
return under forward measure directly, do we really need this formula to
compute the statistics? I will answer this question in the new framework.
3.3.2 SIE Implementation
From the formulae 3.7, 3.8,3.9, it’s clear that we need a continuum of
strikes to compute the integral which is not available in reality. In real
markets, you only have access to a limited number of strikes. This creates
some problems if we want to implement the Bakshi et al. [2003] frame-
work. In order to resolve this problem, we need an interpolation and ex-
trapolation method. The CBOE volatility index report Exchange [2009]
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provide a straightforward and widely adopted way, which we denote it as
simple interpolation and extrapolation method (SIE), to solve the integra-
tion problem. Although there are some variants available [Jiang and Tian,
2005, Fengler, 2009], they are very similar to the SIE method. Jiang and
Tian [2005], Carr and Lee [2009] and Broadie and Jain [2008] list several
implementation issues concerning the SIE method which involves trunca-
tion errors, discretisation errors and limited availability of strikes. Besides
these issues, I will go through the entire implementation procedure and
point out extra problems.
For each existing maturity, the SIE method interpolates implied volatil-
ities through a cubic or higher order splines across moneyness. For mon-
eyness outside of the range available in the market, a flat extrapolation is
carried out. In this way, a continuum of implied volatilities is obtained.
Through the BlackShole formula, these implied volatilities are transferred
into prices and the implied information can be calculated by numerical
integration.
The SIE method is very easy to implement and it is a reasonably accu-
rate approximation if the contract is liquid and has many quotes. However,
it has its own limitations and many paper ignore them when they apply it.
The first concern is that the volatility slice constructed is not arbitrage-free.
Second, not all contracts have enough quotes. The simple flat extrapola-
tion will make huge errors if the contract has only a few available quotes
in the market.
Table 3.1: Trading days without contracts less than specified time to ma-
turity
Time to Maturity (days)
7 14 30 60 90
Num of trading days 3092 1964 249 0 0
Percentage 60% 38% 5% 0 0
This table illustrates the number of trading days without contracts less than specified
time to maturity, say 7, 14, 30, 60, and 90 days. The data sample covers the period
from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The percentage is derived
using number of trading days divided by total trading days. It is easy to see that the
SIE method is not possible to construct time series of implied information for short
duration
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If we want to calculate the implied information for non-existing matu-
rity, the SIE method is quite restricted. For example, if we want to con-
struct time series for 30-days implied variance, the SIE method requires
one option with time to maturity less than the 30 days and the other one
with it bigger than 30 days on each day. In my dataset , there are 5116
trading days. The number of trading days which does not have an option
contract with time to maturity less than 30 days is 249 days. This means
it is not possible to calculate 30-days implied variance on those 249 days.
Even if two options are found for the rest 4984 days, 30-days implied vari-
ance is calculated by linear interpolation of the two-implied variance. This
extra linear interpolation on two implied variance to get implied variance
for non-existing maturity brings creates another error.
Furthermore, the situation will get worse if you want to construct time
series of 7-days implied variance. In our dataset, The number of trading
days which does not have option contract with time to maturity less than 7
days is 3092 days, which is around 60% of the total trading days. I provide
the Table 3.1 to illustrate the di culty in constructing a time series of fixed
duration implied information using the SIE method. Last but not least,
there is no point in simply extending this method to get fixed-duration
implied kurtosis and skewness as their shape are not linear like implied
variance.
From programming perspective, the SIE method is not economical. On
each day, the same volatility fitting algorithm, say cubic interpolation, has
to be applied on each single maturity. After that, volatilities have to be
transferred into prices for the numerical integration. Do we really need to
run the same optimisation algorithm over and over?
In summary, the SIE method has the following disadvantages.
• Volatility slice constructed in the SIE method is not arbitrage-free.
• The simple flat extrapolation will make huge errors if the contract
has only a few available quotes in the market.
• Limited flexibility in constructing a time series of implied variance
for arbitrary duration. An extra linear interpolation on two implied
variance to get implied variance of non-existing maturity brings in
another error.
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• No possibility in constructing time series of implied skewness and
kurtosis for arbitrary duration.
• Not economical in programming perspective.
• Truncation errors, discretisation errors.
3.4 New Framework
I will first propose a general framework for extracting implied information.
Then I will give two concrete implementation of the general framework with
the help of Arbitrage-free SVI volatility surfaces model (SSVI) provided
by Gatheral and Jacquier [2014] and our multi model in Chapter 1.
3.4.1 Methodology
From the assumptions in 3.3.1, we assume there exists an arbitrage-free
implied volatility surface model which is denoted as IVS(K, ⌧) where K is
the strike price and ⌧ := T   t is the time to maturity, the di↵erence of
maturity date of option, T and current trading date t.From no arbitrage
principle, the European call option C(K, ⌧) is priced as
C(K, ⌧) := B(t, T )EQt
⇥
(FT,T  K)+
⇤
(3.10)
where B(t, T ) is the price of zero coupon bound at time t with maturity
date T. If we assume the probability density function of FT,T given time t
is q(K, ⌧), then
q(K, ⌧) =
1
B(t, T )
@2C(K, ⌧)
@K2
(3.11)
We can transfer the probability density function of FT,T given time t into
the probability density function of log return R(t, T ) := ln
⇣
FT,T
Ft,T
⌘
which
will be denoted as p(x, ⌧),
p(x, ⌧) = q(Ft,T e
x, ⌧)Ft,T e
x (3.12)
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If we know the implied volatility for this option with strike K and time to
maturity ⌧ , we can write
C(K, ⌧) := B(t, T )EQt
⇥
(FT,T  K)+
⇤
= CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧)) (3.13)
where CBS(K, ⌧,  ) is the call price calculated using BS formula when the
implied volatility   = IVS(K, ⌧). Putting things all together, we can get
the probability density function of log return which is
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex (3.14)
We know the analytical form of BS formula. If we assume that the analyt-
ical formula of implied volatility surface model IVS(K, ⌧) is accessible, the
probability density function p(x, ⌧) will be analytical tractable. If we know
the probability density function, it will be easy to compute the variance,
skewness and kurtosis. This is just simple integration problem. The gen-
eral formula for forward price of the nth log return contract can be derived
as
FLogn(t, T ) := EQt [R(t, T )n]
=
Z +1
 1
xnp(x, ⌧)dx
=
Z +1
 1
xn
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex dx
(3.15)
Using this general formula, log return variance, skewness, kurtosis can be
represented in terms of FLogn(t, T ). The variance of risk neutral log return
is defined as
VARQt,T (R(t, T )) := EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤2
= FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 (3.16)
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The skewness of risk neutral log return is defined as
SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) :=
EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤3⇥
EQt[R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]]2
⇤ 3
2
=
FLog3(t, T ) + 2FLog(t, T )3 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
  3FLog
2(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32 (3.17)
The kurtosis of risk neutral log return is defined as
KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) :=
EQt
⇥
R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]
⇤4⇥
EQt[R(t, T )  EQt [R(t, T )]]2
⇤2
=
FLog4(t, T )  4FLog3(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
+
6FLog2(t, T )FLog(t, T ))2   3FLog(t, T )4 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2 (3.18)
Furthermore,given the analytical formula of probability density func-
tion, we can use some smart numerical integration package to alleviate
truncation errors and discretisation errors.
The framework can be summarized as follows
• Given implied volatility surface model IVS(K, ⌧)), we can compute
the probability density function p(x, ⌧) of log return R(t, T )
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex
• Compute nth log return
FLogn(t, T ) = EQt [R(t, T )n] =
Z +1
 1
xnp(x, ⌧)dx
• Compute implied information which are variance, skewness and kur-
tosis
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– Variance VARQt,T (R(t, T )) is
VARQt,T (R(t, T )) = FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2
– Skewness SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) is
SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) =
FLog3(t, T ) + 2FLog(t, T )3 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
  3FLog
2(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
– Kurtosis KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) is
KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) =
FLog4(t, T ) + 6FLog2(t, T )FLog(t, T ))2 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
  3FLog(t, T )
4 + 4FLog3(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
3.4.2 Embedding Automatic Di↵erentiation
From the above discussion, the most important part is to calculate the
probability density function p(x, ⌧) of log return R(t, T )
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex
The formula requires one to compute @
2CBS(K,⌧,IVS(K,⌧))
@K2 , which is model de-
pendent. It will be cumbersome if we have to change the programming code
whenever we change the implied volatility model. Furthermore, the second
derivative with respect to K involves both BS formula and implied volatil-
ity model IVS(K, ⌧) which are quite complicated and easy to make mistake
if you derive it by hand. In order to make this framework convenient and
practical, we have to make this derivative computation automatic.
Automatic di↵erentiation is a well-studied research area [Rall, 1981,
Neidinger, 2010, Griewank and Walther, 2008, Baydin et al., 2015], it is
mainly used in computational fluid dynamics, nuclear engineering and at-
mospheric sciences. Unlike symbolic di↵erentiation and numerical di↵eren-
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tiation, for example, finite di↵erence method, automatic di↵erentiation is a
technique to transform programming code for one function into code for its
derivative function. This means if you are given the BlackShole function
CBS(K, ⌧, v) and Implied volatility surface function IVS(K, ⌧), you can
get the second derivative @
2CBS(K,⌧,IVS(K,⌧))
@K2 without e↵ort using automatic
di↵erentiation. Furthermore, you can choose arbitrary implied volatility
surface function without changing the programming code. By introduc-
ing automatic di↵erentiation into our framework, this make it convenient
and practical to use. This is much better than the framework provided by
Bakshi et al. [2003].
In this thesis, I employ the Autograd [Maclaurin and Duvenaud, 2015]
which uses back-propagation method to transfer functions written in native
Python and Numpy into their derivatives. I provide the Python code to
show how automatic di↵erentiation can be used to calculate the second
derivative.
import autograd.numpy as np
from autograd.scipy.stats import norm
from autograd import elementwise_grad
def blackshole(K, F, r, t, vol):
d1 = (np.log(F/K) + (0.5* vol **2) * t) / (vol*np.sqrt(t))
d2 = d1 - vol * np.sqrt(t)
p = np.exp(-r * t) * (norm.cdf(d1)*F - norm.cdf(d2)*K)
return p
def bs_second_derivative(F, r, t, ivs_func , ** kwargs ):
def bs_with_ivs_func(K):
return blackshole(K, F, r, t, ivs_func(K,t,** kwargs ))
first_derivative = elementwise_grad(bs_with_ivs_func)
second_derivative = elementwise_grad(first_derivative)
return second_derivative
For implementation purpose, the procedure is summarized as follows
• Choose an implied volatility surface model and write down the code
for the model IVS(K, ⌧).
• Compute the probability density function p(x, ⌧) of log return R(t, T )
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with the help of automatic di↵erentiation
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, IVS(K, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex
• Apply numerical integration to compute nth log return
FLogn(t, T ) = EQt [R(t, T )n] =
Z +1
 1
xnp(x, ⌧)dx
• Compute implied information which are variance, skewness and kur-
tosis
– Variance VARQt,T (R(t, T )) is
VARQt,T (R(t, T )) = FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2
– Skewness SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) is
SKEWQt,T (R(t, T )) =
FLog3(t, T ) + 2FLog(t, T )3 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
  3FLog
2(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2  32
– Kurtosis KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) is
KURTQt,T (R(t, T )) :=
FLog4(t, T ) + 6FLog2(t, T )FLog(t, T ))2 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
  3FLog(t, T )
4 + 4FLog3(t, T )FLog(t, T ) 
FLog2(t, T )  FLog(t, T )2 2
For easier reference, we call this framework as density approach with au-
tomatic di↵erentiation (DAAF). I will provide two examples using this
framework DAAF. The implied volatility surface models in the examples
are SSVI and deep learning multi model in Chapter 1.
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3.4.3 SSVI-DAAF Framework
Gatheral [2004] introduced a parametric form for implied volatility, called
SVI. This model is updated by Gatheral and Jacquier [2014] to implied
volatility surface, called SSVI. The SSVI parametrization and no static
arbitrage conditions are provided by the following theorem in Gatheral
and Jacquier [2014].
Theorem 3.4.1. The SSVI parametrization is
w(k, ⌧) =
✓⌧
2
⇢
1 + ⇢'(✓⌧ )k +
q
('(✓⌧ )k + ⇢)
2 + (1  ⇢2)
 
with ✓⌧ > 0 for ⌧ > 0, and where ' is a smooth function from (0,1) to
(0,1) such that the limit lim⌧!0 ✓⌧'(✓⌧ ) exists in R. Furthermore, ✓⌧ is
the ATM total variance, ✓⌧ =  2BS(0, ⌧) ⌧ .
the SSVI surface is free of static arbitrage if the following conditions
are satisfied:
1. @⌧✓⌧   0, for all ⌧ > 0
2. 0  @✓(✓'(✓))  1⇢2
⇣
1 +
p
1  ⇢2
⌘
'(✓), for all ✓ > 0
3. ✓'(✓) (1 + |⇢|) < 4, for all ✓ > 0
4. ✓'(✓)2 (1 + |⇢|)  4, for all ✓ > 0
where k is the log-moneyness,
k = log
K
Ft,T
and w(k, ⌧) is the total implied variance,
w(k, ⌧) =  2BS(k, ⌧) ⌧
where  BS(k, ⌧) is the implied volatility inferred from BlackShole formula.
It is relatively easy to convert the SSVI model into implied volatility
model IVS(K, ⌧) as
IVS(K, ⌧) =
s
w(log KFt,T , ⌧)
⌧
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Then, it is straightforward to get the probability density function
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧,
r
w(log KFt,T
,⌧)
⌧ )
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex (3.19)
From the density function, we can compute the nth log return
FLogn(t, T ) := EQt [R(t, T )n]
=
Z +1
 1
xn
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧,
r
w(log KFt,T
,⌧)
⌧ )
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex dx
(3.20)
The implied information can be constructed using nth log return.
The second derivative in the density formula is quite complicated as
K also appears in total implied variance function w. Luckily, with the
help of autograd library, we only need to write down the codes for function
Blackshole and SSVI, which is straightforward, and the second derivative
can be derived automatically. This saves a lot time and also reduces the
risk of making mistakes when you are trying to derive the second derivative
by hand.
To implement the SSVI-DAAF framework, there are two other things
we need to figure out. First, we have to pick a function form for '(✓).
Gatheral and Jacquier [2014]propose two options for '(✓), which are heston-
like parametrisation
'(✓) =
1
 ✓
✓
1  1  e
  ✓
 ✓
◆
and power-law parametrization
'(✓) = ⌘✓  
In this thesis, I choose power-law parametrization Second, we have to pro-
vide a way to generate at the money total implied variance ✓⌧ for SSVI.
From the empirical results in my dataset, I find ✓⌧ has a linear relationship
with respect to ⌧ . Hence, the simplest way is to linear interpolate the
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market at the money total implied variance.
3.4.4 DLMM-DAAF Framework
The multi model is
vˆ(m, ⌧) =
IX
i=1
yi(m, ⌧)wi(m, ⌧) (3.21)
where yi(m, ⌧) is single model
yi(m, ⌧) =
JX
j=1
 (mW¯ (i)1,j + b¯
(i)
j ) (⌧W˜
(i)
1,j + b˜
(i)
j )Wˆ
(i)
j,1 + bˆ
(i) (3.22)
and wi(m, ⌧) is the weighting model
wi(m, ⌧) =
e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨iPI
i=1 e
PK
k=1  (mW˙1,k+⌧W˙2,k+b˙k)W¨k,i+b¨i
(3.23)
We can convert multi model into implied volatility model IVS(K, ⌧) as
IVS(K, ⌧) = vˆ(log K
Ft,T
, ⌧)
Then, it is straightforward to get the probability density function
p(x, ⌧) =
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, vˆ(log
K
Ft,T
, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex (3.24)
From the density function, we can compute the nth log return
FLogn(t, T ) := EQt [R(t, T )n]
=
Z +1
 1
xn
Ft,T ex
B(t, T )
@2CBS(K, ⌧, vˆ(log
K
Ft,T
, ⌧))
@K2
|K=Ft,T ex dx
(3.25)
The implied information can be constructed using nth log return. Similar
to SSVI-DAAF, we don’t need to calculate the second derivative. We
only need to provide the function for IVS(K, ⌧) and the derivative will be
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calculated through automatic di↵erentiation.
3.5 Empirical Results
In this section, we will first introduce the dataset. After that, I will go
through the implementation of SSVI model. The deep learning multi model
has been discussed thoroughly in Chapter 1. Next, I will extract implied
information using the above SSVI-DAAF and DLMM-DAAF frameworks.
To verify the methods, I compute 30-day implied variance and transfer to
30-day implied volatility to compare with the VIX index which use Bakshi
et al. [2003] method. These values should be close to each other although
they are based on di↵erent methodology. Last, I construct the daily time
series for implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis extracted
from risk neutral density of return with duration 7, 30 and 90 days.
3.5.1 Data
The options data for S&P500 index comes from OptionMetrics, which pro-
vides historical End-Of-Day bid and ask quotes. The data sample covers
the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days.
OptionMetrics also provides zero coupon yield curve which are constructed
using LIBOR rates. However, we know that after 2008 financial crisis,
traditional LIBOR-based zero curve is certainly not risk free. Hence, I
download the overnight index swap (OIS) rates from Bloomberg and boot-
strap the zero rate curve from these rates starting from 01/01/2008 to
29/04/2016. Before 01/01/2008, I still use the zero rate curve provided
by OptionMetrics. The risk-free rates are interpolated using cubic spline
to match the option maturity. Forward price is inferred from put-call par-
ity. I find this is better than using the constant dividend rate provided by
OptionMetrics to calculate the forward price.
Several data filters should be carried out before model calibration. I
exclude all option quotes less than 3/8 as these prices may be misleading
due to close to tick size. Bid-ask mid-point price is calculated as a proxy
for closing price. I discard in-the-money put and call option quotes as
out-of-the-money options are more reliable than less traded in-the-money
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options. Unlike the majority of the paper in the implied information con-
struction literature [Jiang and Tian, 2005, Bakshi et al., 2003, Bondarenko,
2014], which only keeps a few contracts on each day and ignores all option
contracts with time to maturity less than 7 days, I only omit the contract
which has a maturity of less than 2 days and keep as many contracts as
possible. Options with a short maturity, like weekly index options, are get-
ting more and more popular in recent days. Hence, it is necessary to keep
them rather than just discard them. This will clearly increase the di culty
in programming and requires stability in optimisation. Fortunately, this is
not a daunting job for neural network. After these operations, there are
63338 option contracts with 2,986,754 valid quotes. All these valid quotes
are converted into implied volatility through BS formula.
3.5.2 Implementation
Valid option quotes are transferred to implied volatility using BlackShole
formula. On each day, all the valid implied volatilities are converted into
total implied variance and input to SSVI model for fitting. In order to
reduce the possibility of trapping in a local optimum, the SSVI optimisa-
tion algorithm will be given several random initial values and we pick up
the best one as the calibration result. In order to convince you that this
optimisation algorithm works, I plot the mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) in the following Figure 3.1 on each trading days. The MAPE is
calculated using implied volatilities from SSVI and market implied volatil-
ities. Mean absolute percentage error is more convincing here than mean
square error as implied volatility is quite small. Small mean square error
does not represent the quality of calibration. From the Figure 3.1, the
average MAPE is around 2%, which is quite good in terms of calibration.
An example of the fitted implied volatility surface is also provided in
the Figure 3.2. This implied volatility surface is calibrated using available
quotes on 2016-01-11. The axes k,tau,iv represents log moneyness, time to
maturity and implied volatility.
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Figure 3.1: SSVI Calibration MAPE (in %)
This is the MAPE of implied volatilities computed from SSVI model and market implied
volatilities. The data sample covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which
has 5116 trading days. From the pricture, the average MAPE is around 2%
3.5.3 Results
From the market quotes, It is clear that the time to maturity of option
contracts are changing every day. It is not possible to find option contracts
with time to maturity of 7 days on each trading days. This is not good for
time series analysis. We normally are interested in analysing statistics of
risk neural return with fixed time to maturity, for example, daily implied
variance from risk neural return of 7 days. This suggests we need to fix ⌧
in the density function of the log return for each trading days.
This is not hard to be accomplished in both SSVI-DAAF and DLMM-
DAAF framework. We don’t require ⌧ comes from a real option contract.
As long as we can provide forward price Ft,T and other variables required
by implied volatility surface function , say at-the-money implied variance
✓⌧ for SSVI, we can derive the probability density function p(x, ⌧) corre-
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Figure 3.2: Implied Volatility Surface
This fitted implied volatility surface from SSVI model is calibrated using available quotes
on 2016-01-11. The axes k,tau,iv represents log moneyness, time to maturity and im-
plied volatility.
sponding to the log return of ⌧ days and all the implied information can be
computed with respect to the desired ⌧ . As we have di↵erent option con-
tracts on each day, this provides a term structure for both forward price
and other related variables. For example, simple linear interpolation of
these existing forward price and at-the-money total implied variance will
provide good estimations. In this way, we can construct time series of
variance, skewness or kurtosis for arbitrary log return.
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To verify that SSVI-DAAF and DLMM-DAAF are consistent with the
Bakshi et al. [2003] method, I extract implied information using the above
SSVI-DAAF and DLMM-DAAF frameworks to construct 30-day implied
variance. From the formula 3.26, the 30-day implied variance can be trans-
ferred to 30-day implied volatility and compare with VIX index which use
Bakshi et al. [2003] method. These values should be close to each other
although they are based on di↵erent methodology. The following Figure
3.3 verifies the above statement.
vix = 100
r
365
30
var (3.26)
where vix is the 30-day implied volatility and var is the 30-day implied
variance.
Figure 3.3: 30-day Implied Volatility From Di↵erent Model
I extract implied information using the above SSVI-DAAF and DLMM-DAAF frame-
works to construct 30-day implied variance. From the formula 3.26, the 30-day implied
variance can be transferred to 30-day implied volatility and compare with VIX index
which use Bakshi et al. [2003] method. These values should be close to each other
although they are based on di↵erent methodology.
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Table 3.2: 7-day, 30-day, 90-day Implied Information Statistics
7 Var 30 Var 90 Var 7 Skew 30 Skew 90 Skew 7 Kurt 30 Kurt 90 Kurt
Mean 0.000885815 0.00401549 0.0135558 -1.61814 -1.68394 -1.75124 8.83676 8.92537 9.18646
Std 0.00106741 0.00425314 0.011884 0.554002 0.444307 0.431937 4.05215 2.84447 2.70504
Skewness 5.89199 4.9453 3.87619 -0.716761 -0.247499 -0.235025 2.71192 0.886206 0.652262
Kurtosis 54.5992 37.3564 22.5541 1.32136 -0.171108 -0.523348 15.9482 1.06765 -0.212442
Minimum 0.000109265 0.000731765 0.00282824 -4.94017 -3.25406 -2.98989 3.307 3.80413 4.12229
Maximum 0.0170584 0.0579032 0.148269 -0.308691 -0.507923 -0.552597 51.8358 23.7252 18.4054
AR1 0.91633 0.964839 0.981886 0.843309 0.953051 0.983911 0.710904 0.912856 0.977826
This table provide statistics for 7-day, 30-day and 90-day log return under forward
measure. The AR(1) coe cient is high due to overlapping data. The mean for skewness
and kurtosis of di↵erent period are more or less similar.
As the results from SSVI and multi model are very similar, we only
show the results from the SSVI model. Fix ⌧ with 7, 30 and 90, I construct
time series of implied variance, implied skewness and implied kurtosis on
each trading days. These are variance, skewness and kurtosis for 7-day
log return, 30-day log return and 90-day log return under forward measure
on each trading days. As we construct these time series everyday, they
are overlapping time series. I plot these time series in the Figures 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6 and corresponding statistics are listed in the Table 3.2. The
coe cient of AR(1), autoregressive model, is high for all time series as they
are overlapping. The mean for skewness and kurtosis of di↵erent period
are more or less similar.
3.6 Application of Implied Information
Bollerslev et al. [2009] show that the variance risk premium is a good
predictor for expected stock market returns over 1990-2007 using monthly
frequency data. A natural question to raise is that whether the predictabil-
ity still holds for shorter frequency, say weekly, biweekly or triweekly. This
question will be interesting for practitioners as if the predictability ex-
ists, short term trading strategy can be designed. Furthermore, if the
predictability exits, this will be an example to show that the short term
options, which are ignored by academics are worth studying [Andersen
et al., 2017]. Another interesting question is that since weekly return and
weekly variance risk premium can be defined using every weekday, will
di↵erent weekday influence the predictive power?
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Figure 3.4: 7-day, 30-day and 90-day Implied Variance From SSVI-DAAF
This is the 7-days (the top panel), 30-days (the middle panel) and 90-days (the bottom
panel) implied variance calculated from SSVI-DAAF framework. The data sample cov-
ers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The three
time series have similar profile except di↵erent scale on y-axis.
Using the DAAF framwork, daily time series of implied information of
risk neural return of arbitrary duration can be constructed. This provides
opportunities to test the predictive power of the short-term variance risk
premium. The predictability of the variance risk premium on equity re-
turns has been explored by recent research. Bollerslev et al. [2011] regress
S&P500 excess returns on volatility risk premium and 29 macro-finance co-
variates at monthly frequency and find that the volatility risk premium has
good predictive power. Carr and Wu [2009], Bondarenko [2014], Xiao and
Zhou [2015], Bollerslev et al. [2009] run similar regression experiments on
one-month variance risk premium and show variance risk premium is a good
predictor for equity returns. All these papers focus on the monthly return
and one-month variance risk premium. In this section, we tend to show
the predictive power of short-term variance risk premium on short-term
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Figure 3.5: 7-day, 30-day and 90-day Implied Skewness From SSVI-DAAF
This is the 7-days (the top panel), 30-days (the middle panel) and 90-days (the bottom
panel) implied skewness calculated from SSVI-DAAF framework. The data sample
covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The
similarity is less than implied variance profile.
S&P500 index return. Furthermore, I also explore an interesting question
that whether di↵erent weekday, which are used to define weekly return and
weekly variance risk premium, will influence the predictive power. Ander-
sen et al. [2017] investigate weekly S&P500 index options and find that
those options provide a convenient way to separate volatility and jump
risk. They discover that variation in the negative jump tail risk is helpful
in predicting equity returns. The prediction exercise here is di↵erent from
Andersen et al. [2017]. I do not extract the jump risk from the short-term
index options. The short-term variance risk premium can be constructed
directly with the DAAF framwork.
From the regression results, weekly results is more satisfactory than
biweekly and triweekly as only Wednesday is not significant if the alpha
level is 5%. For biweekly and triweekly results, only two out of five days
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Figure 3.6: 7-day, 30-day and 90-day Implied Kurtosis From SSVI-DAAF
This is the 7-days (the top panel), 30-days (the middle panel) and 90-days (the bottom
panel) implied kurtosis calculated from SSVI-DAAF framework. The data sample covers
the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading days. The similarity
is less than implied variance profile.
are significant and these weekdays are not same. This raise an interesting
question that whether there exists a weekday e↵ect which influence the
predictive power of short-term variance risk premium. The monthly and
quarterly results are consistent with the literature [Bollerslev et al., 2009,
Carr and Wu, 2009, Bollerslev et al., 2011, Bondarenko, 2014, Xiao and
Zhou, 2015].
The rest of the section is organized in the following way. The subsec-
tion 3.6.1 and 3.6.2 will introduce the dataset and methodology for this
prediction exercise. In subsection 3.6.3, I will go through the variance
risk premium experiment and show the predictability results for weekly,
biweekly and triweekly time series. For completeness, I also present the
predictive results for monthly and quarterly data.
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3.6.1 Data
The options data for S&P500 index comes from OptionMetrics and Blomberg,
which provides historical End-Of-Day bid and ask quotes. The data sample
covers the period from 04/01/1996 to 29/04/2016, which has 5116 trading
days. OptionMetrics also provides zero coupon yield curve which are con-
structed using LIBOR rates. However, we know that after 2008 financial
crisis, traditional LIBOR-based zero curve is certainly not risk free. Hence,
I download the overnight index swap (OIS) rates from Bloomberg and
bootstrap the zero rate curve from these rates starting from 01/01/2008
to 29/04/2016. Before 01/01/2008, I still use the zero rate curve provided
by OptionMetrics. The risk-free rates are interpolated using cubic spline.
More information about the data is explained in 3.5.1. As implied informa-
tion from multi model and SSVI model are similar, instead of repeating the
experiments, I choose SSVI model to construct the time series of implied
information.
The realised variance is provided by realised library from Oxford-Man
institute. The time series employed in this thesis starts from 2000-01-
03 and finishes on 2016-09-20. The realised library updates the realised
variance computed using di↵erent high frequency econometric models for
a large amount of indices in the world everyday. I only take the realised
variance of S&P500 Index calculated through 5-min intra-day data.
The daily total return data for S&P500 is downloaded from CRSP
dataset. It starts from 02/01/1926 and ends on 31/12/2016. The return
at other frequency is computed using the daily return data.
3.6.2 Methodology
Following Bollerslev et al. [2009]’s practice, I define the variance risk pre-
mium over the [t, t+ 1] time interval as
V RP (t, t+ 1) = IV (t, t+ 1) RV (t  1, t) (3.27)
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IV (t, t + 1) denotes the implied variance computed using SSVI-DAAF
framework. From 3.16, IV (t, t+ 1) can be rewritten as
IV (t, t+ 1) = VARQt,t+1(R(t, t+ 1)) = FLog2(t, t+ 1)  FLog(t, t+ 1)2
(3.28)
Unlike monthly data, implied variance for other frequency is not provided
by CBOE. Although they can be computed using model-free method given
in Bakshi et al. [2003], the current VIX computation method is not able
to get implied variance for arbitrary frequency everyday. For example,
option contracts with time to maturity less than 7 days do not exist all the
time. Hence, the implied variance for 7 days can’t be interpolated using the
VIX computation method. However, using my methodology in Chapter 1,
implied variance for arbitrary frequency can be constructed everyday.
RV (t   1, t) represents the realised variance. It is the sum of daily
realised variance over the time interval (t   1, t). Similar to Bollerslev
et al. [2009], daily realised variance is computed using 5-mins intraday
data according to
RV =
nX
j=1
[pj    p(j 1) ]2 (3.29)
where pj    p(j 1)  is the log return from (j   1)  to j .
The return regression is specified as
R(t, t+ 1) RF (t, t+ 1) =  0 +  1V RP (t, t+ 1) + ✏ (3.30)
where RF (t, t+1) is the risk free rate from t to t+1. If the p-value for  0
is not significant, the return regression will be changed to
R(t, t+ 1) RF (t, t+ 1) =  1V RP (t, t+ 1) + ✏ (3.31)
I don’t employ the rolling regression which Bollerslev et al. [2009] per-
formed using monthly data because arbitrary frequency variance risk pre-
mium can be constructed and corresponding regression can be tested using
non-overlapping return data.
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3.6.3 Empirical Results
Weekly Results
On each Friday, I compute the 7-day variance risk premium and weekly
return R(t, t + 1) = ln(P (t+1)P (t) ) where P (t) is the current index price and
P (t + 1) is the price on next Friday. The return data and variance risk
premium are not annualized and risk free rate is subtracted from return to
get excess return data. I provide the basic statistics for time series in Table
3.3 and the plot for implied, realised variance and variance risk premium
in Figure 3.7.
Table 3.3: Weekly Summary Statistics
Mean Std Skewness Kurtosis AR1
sp500 return 0.000800088 0.0252376 -0.829104 6.82795 -0.068205
risk free rate 0.000355654 0.000396992 0.90088 -0.631304 0.998911
excess sp500 return 0.000422606 0.0252527 -0.823328 6.80819 -0.0658891
implied variance 0.000872891 0.00129887 6.93228 68.1489 0.858794
realised variance 0.000722988 0.00135153 7.45324 74.9664 0.817512
variance risk premium 0.000149903 0.000553326 -1.97465 36.8374 -0.207177
This is the statistics summary for non-overlapping weekly data, sampled at every Friday
from 14/01/2000 to 29/04/2016 which contains 851 days. On each Friday, I compute
the 7-day variance risk premium and weekly S&P500 return R(t, t + 1) = ln(P (t+1)P (t) )
where P (t) is the current Friday index price and P (t + 1) is the price on next Friday.
The return data and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is
subtracted from return data to get excess S&P500 return. Variables are not reported
in annualized percentage.
The return regression 3.30 is carried out on excess weekly return and
variance risk premium. As the p-value for the constant is not significant,
I run the regression without constant 3.31. Furthermore, besides Friday,
any weekday can be used to define the weekly return and variance risk
premium. I run all the corresponding regressions and give the summary
table of the regression results in Table 3.4.
It’s clear that the coe cient of variance risk premium is significantly
not zero for Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday if the alpha level is
5%. The coe cients of variance risk premium are positive which indicates
high variance risk premium predicts high future return. It is interesting
that Wednesday are not statistically significant.
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Figure 3.7: Weekly IV, RV and VRP
This figure plots the implied variance, realised variance and variance risk premium on
the top, middle and bottom panel using S&P500 index option. The data sample covers
the period from 14/01/2000 to 29/04/2016. Implied variance is computed using SSVI-
DAAF framework. Realized variance is calculated using 3.29 and variance risk premium
is derived using 3.27. These data are non-overlapping weekly data, sampled at every
Friday. The shaded areas represent recessions defined by NBER.
Table 3.4: Weekly Regression Results
MON TUE WED THU FRI
variance risk premium 7.36545 3.00098 0.420117 3.64681 4.27787
p-value 5.8358e-11 0.0148012 0.753375 0.00325006 0.00455522
Adj. Rsq 0.0480994 0.00579966 -0.00106014 0.00897963 0.00826377
Each weekday can be used to define the corresponding weekly return and variance risk
premium. Each regression without constant 3.31 is carried out on excess weekly return
and variance risk premium. I report the coe cients for variance risk premium and also
corresponding p-value and adjusted R square. It’s clear that the coe cient of variance
risk premium is significantly not zero for Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday if the
alpha level is 5%. The coe cients of variance risk premium are positive which indicates
high variance risk premium predicts high future return. It is interesting that Wednesday
are not statistically significant.
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Biweekly Results
I compute the 14-day variance risk premium and return and sampled at
every two weeks on Friday. Similar to weekly data, the biweekly return
data and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is
subtracted from return to get excess return data. The basic statistics for
time series is given in Table 3.5 and the plot for implied, realised variance
and variance risk premium in Figure 3.8.
Table 3.5: Biweekly Summary Statistics
Mean Std Skewness Kurtosis AR1
sp500 return 0.00156271 0.0354437 -1.76326 12.5714 -0.0188295
risk free rate 0.000709317 0.000791988 0.910984 -0.606533 0.998453
excess sp500 return 0.00101463 0.035311 -1.76871 12.738 -0.0131065
implied variance 0.00181182 0.00245381 6.16544 53.2384 0.807823
realised variance 0.00133249 0.00236429 6.69178 59.336 0.818494
variance risk premium 0.00047933 0.000843708 0.231736 9.57048 0.134596
This is the statistics summary for non-overlapping 14-days data, sampled at every two
Friday from 28/01/2000 to 29/04/2016 which has 425 sample days. On each Friday, I
compute the 14-day variance risk premium and 14-day return R(t, t + 1) = ln(P (t+1)P (t) )
where P (t) is the current Friday index price and P (t + 1) is the price on Friday two
weeks later. The return data and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk
free rate is subtracted from return to get excess return. Variables are not reported in
annualized percentage.
The return regression 3.30 is carried out on biweekly excess return and
variance risk premium. As the p-value for the constant is not significant, I
run the regression without constant 3.31. Furthermore, similar to weekly
data, any weekday can be used to define the biweekly return and variance
risk premium. I run all the corresponding regressions and give the summary
table of the regression results in Table 3.6.
Coe cient of variance risk premium is significantly not zero for biweekly
frequency defined on Wednesday and Thursday if the alpha level is 5%.
However, Monday, Tuesday and Friday are not significant. These are dif-
ferent from the weekly results. Monday, Tuesday and Friday are not signifi-
cant on biweekly frequency but significant on weekly frequency. Wednesday
is significant on biweekly frequency but not significant on weekly frequency.
Thursday is significant on both weekly and biweekly frequency.
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Figure 3.8: Biweekly IV, RV and VRP
This figure plots the implied variance, realised variance and variance risk premium on
the top, middle and bottom panel using S&P500 index option. The data sample covers
the period from 28/01/2000 to 29/04/2016. Implied variance is computed using SSVI-
VAAF framework. Realized variance is calculated using 3.29 and variance risk premium
is derived using 3.27. These data are non-overlapping biweekly data, sampled at every
two Friday. The shaded areas represent recessions defined by NBER.
Table 3.6: Biweekly Regression Results
MON TUE WED THU FRI
variance risk premium 2.17576 2.46694 3.13371 5.35017 2.61402
p-value 0.0690703 0.0568878 0.0303801 0.000310096 0.13887
Adj. Rsq 0.00543342 0.00618674 0.00867526 0.0279622 0.00281255
Each weekday can be used to define the corresponding biweekly return and variance
risk premium. Each regression without constant 3.31 is carried out on excess biweekly
return and variance risk premium. I report the coe cients for variance risk premium
and also corresponding p-value and adjusted R square. It’s clear that the coe cient
of variance risk premium is significantly not zero for Wednesday and Thursday if the
alpha level is 5%. The coe cients of variance risk premium are positive which indicates
high variance risk premium predicts high future return. Monday, Tuesday and Friday
are not statistically significant.
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Triweekly Results
The 21-day variance risk premium and return which are sampled at every
two weeks on Friday are computed from 28/01/2000 to 14/04/2016. It has
283 sample days. Similar to weekly data, the triweekly return data and
variance risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is subtracted
from return to get excess return data. The basic statistics for time series is
given in Table 3.7 and the plot for implied, realised variance and variance
risk premium in Figure 3.9.
Table 3.7: Triweekly Summary Statistics
Mean Std Skewness Kurtosis AR1
sp500 return 0.00243153 0.0398621 -1.35469 5.13333 0.055289
risk free rate 0.00106785 0.00119082 0.910685 -0.600788 0.997542
excess sp500 return 0.00154007 0.0398119 -1.3463 5.13096 0.0579013
implied variance 0.00278645 0.00365075 5.89269 50.5307 0.763467
realised variance 0.0019191 0.00322772 6.56139 57.6123 0.744719
variance risk premium 0.000867347 0.00108851 2.04977 8.60431 0.303638
This is the statistics summary for non-overlapping 21-day data, sampled at every three
Friday from 28/01/2000 to 14/04/2016 which has 283 sample days. On each Friday, I
compute the 21-day variance risk premium and 21-day return R(t, t + 1) = ln(P (t+1)P (t) )
where P (t) is the current Friday index price and P (t + 1) is the price on Friday two
weeks later. The return data and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk
free rate is subtracted from return to get excess return. Variables are not reported in
annualized percentage.
The return regression 3.30 is carried out on triweekly excess return and
variance risk premium. As the p-value for the constant is not significant, I
run the regression without constant 3.31. Furthermore, similar to weekly
data, any weekday can be used to define the biweekly return and variance
risk premium. I run all the corresponding regressions and give the summary
table of the regression results in Table 3.8.
Coe cient of variance risk premium is significantly not zero for tri-
weekly frequency defined on Monday and Thursday if the alpha level is
5%. However, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday are not significant. These
are di↵erent from the biweekly and weekly results. There doesn’t exist a
weekday that is significant in all cases.
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Figure 3.9: Triweekly IV, RV and VRP
This figure plots the implied variance, realised variance and variance risk premium on
the top, middle and bottom panel using S&P500 index option. The data sample covers
the period from 28/01/2000 to 14/04/2016 . Implied variance is computed using SSVI-
VAAF framework. Realized variance is calculated using 3.29 and variance risk premium
is derived using 3.27. These data are non-overlapping triweekly data, sampled at every
three Friday. The shaded areas represent recessions defined by NBER.
Table 3.8: Triweekly Regression Results
MON TUE WED THU FRI
variance risk premium 3.11543 3.5564 2.1538 1.61522 2.37413
p-value 0.0187472 0.0176025 0.209709 0.315969 0.163056
Adj. Rsq 0.0159582 0.0163438 0.00204752 3.23146e-05 0.00336622
Each weekday can be used to define the corresponding triweekly return and variance
risk premium. Each regression without constant 3.31 is carried out on excess triweekly
return and variance risk premium. I report the coe cients for variance risk premium
and also corresponding p-value and adjusted R square. It’s clear that the coe cient of
variance risk premium is significantly not zero for Monday and Thursday if the alpha
level is 5%. The coe cients of variance risk premium are positive which indicates high
variance risk premium predicts high future return. Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
are not statistically significant.
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Monthly Results
The 30-day variance risk premium and monthly return are computed from
29/02/2000 to 29/04/2016. It has 195 sample days. Monthly return data
and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is sub-
tracted from return to get excess return data. The basic statistics for time
series is given in Table 3.9 and the plot for implied, realised variance and
variance risk premium in Figure 3.10.
Table 3.9: Monthly Summary Statistics
Mean Std Skewness Kurtosis AR1
sp500 return 0.00365877 0.0439386 -0.698274 1.37861 0.110119
risk free rate 0.00150672 0.00168926 0.938233 -0.524434 0.995777
excess sp500 return 0.00235957 0.0440933 -0.691564 1.32855 0.124084
implied variance 0.00389117 0.00386232 3.69316 18.5908 0.793715
realised variance 0.0026637 0.00440847 6.60706 57.6908 0.673132
variance risk premium 0.00122748 0.00202347 -3.0992 33.2482 0.194442
This is the statistics summary for monthly data, sampled at each end of month from
29/02/2000 to 29/04/2016 which has 195 sample days. At each end of month, I compute
the 30-day variance risk premium and monthly return. The return data and variance
risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is subtracted from return to get
excess return. Variables are not reported in annualized percentage.
The return regression 3.30 is carried out on monthly excess return and
variance risk premium. As the p-value for the constant is not significant,
I run the regression without constant 3.31. The summary table of the
regression results is in Table 3.10. Coe cient of variance risk premium
is significantly not zero for monthly data if the alpha level is 5%. This
is consistent with literature [Bollerslev et al., 2009, Carr and Wu, 2009,
Bollerslev et al., 2011, Bondarenko, 2014, Xiao and Zhou, 2015] .
Quarterly Results
The 90-day variance risk premium and quarterly return are computed from
30/06/2000 to 31/03/2016. It has 64 sample days. Quarterly return data
and variance risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is sub-
tracted from return to get excess return data. The basic statistics for time
series is given in Table 3.11 and the plot for implied, realised variance and
variance risk premium in Figure 3.11.
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Figure 3.10: Monthly IV, RV and VRP
This figure plots the implied variance, realised variance and variance risk premium on the
top, middle and bottom panel using S&P500 index option. The data sample covers the
period from 29/02/2000 to 29/04/2016. Implied variance is computed using SSVI-VAAF
framework. Realized variance is calculated using 3.29 and variance risk premium is
derived using 3.27. These data are monthly data. The shaded areas represent recessions
defined by NBER.
Table 3.10: Monthly Regression Results
End of Month
variance risk premium 4.677
p-value 0.000390726
Adj. Rsq 0.0580941
Regression without constant 3.31 is carried out on excess monthly return and 30-day
variance risk premium. I report the coe cients for variance risk premium and also
corresponding p-value and adjusted R square. It’s clear that the coe cient of variance
risk premium is significantly not zero if the alpha level is 5%. The coe cients of variance
risk premium are positive which indicates high variance risk premium predicts high
future return.
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Table 3.11: Quarterly Summary Statistics
Mean Std Skewness Kurtosis AR1
sp500 return 0.00989791 0.0845785 -0.833569 0.593842 0.129276
risk free rate 0.00439764 0.00497615 0.994117 -0.352668 0.972288
excess sp500 return 0.00658117 0.0851808 -0.802237 0.515362 0.144359
implied variance 0.0133974 0.0106361 2.17386 4.8506 0.557561
realised variance 0.00776112 0.0111068 5.17188 33.0515 0.424213
variance risk premium 0.00563628 0.0073545 -2.16231 16.9845 -0.180314
This is the statistics summary for quarterly data, sampled at each end of quarter from
30/06/2000 to 31/03/2016 which has 64 sample days. At each end of quarter, I compute
the 90-day variance risk premium and quarterly return. The return data and variance
risk premium are not annualized and risk free rate is subtracted from return to get
excess return. Variables are not reported in annualized percentage.
Figure 3.11: Quarterly IV, RV and VRP
This figure plots the implied variance, realised variance and variance risk premium
on the top, middle and bottom panel using S&P500 index option. The data sample
covers the period from 30/06/2000 to 31/03/2016. Implied variance is computed using
SSVI-DAAF framework. Realized variance is calculated using 3.29 and variance risk
premium is derived using 3.27. These data are quarterly data. The shaded areas
represent recessions defined by NBER.
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The return regression 3.30 is carried out on quarterly excess return and
variance risk premium. As the p-value for the constant is not significant,
I run the regression without constant 3.31. The summary table of the
regression results is in Table 3.12. Coe cient of variance risk premium is
significantly not zero for quarterly data if the alpha level is 5%.
Table 3.12: Quarterly Regression Results
End of Quarter
variance risk premium 2.94151
p-value 0.00937414
Adj. Rsq 0.0881159
Regression without constant 3.31 is carried out on excess quarterly return and 90-day
variance risk premium. I report the coe cients for variance risk premium and also
corresponding p-value and adjusted R square. It’s clear that the coe cient of variance
risk premium is significantly not zero if the alpha level is 5%. The coe cients of variance
risk premium are positive which indicates high variance risk premium predicts high
future return.
3.7 Conclusion
The implementation framework will be helpful for the academic and prac-
titioners who want to construct time series of implied information from risk
neutral density for research or trading purpose. Implied information can
be derived at any frequency. Moreover, the flexibility of allowing changing
the implied volatility surface model and automatic derivative calculation
with the help of autograd library makes this framework more appealing for
practical usage. The extra benefit of this framework is that you get risk
neutral density directly, which will provide you opportunities to extract
more information from this density, for example, value at risk.
With the help of the DAAF framework, in subsection 3.6, I test the hy-
pothesis whether predictability of variance risk premium on S&P500 index
return still holds for shorter frequency, say weekly, biweekly or triweekly.
This question will be interesting for practitioners as if the predictability
exists, short term trading strategy can be designed. Furthermore, if the
predictability exits, this will be an example to show that the short term op-
tions, which are ignored by academic are worth studying [Andersen et al.,
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2017]. Furthermore, I also explore an interesting question that whether
di↵erent weekdays, which are used to define weekly return and weekly
variance risk premium, will influence the predictive power.
From the regression results, we conclude that the weekly frequency re-
sults are more informative than biweekly and triweekly as only Wednesday
is not significant if the alpha level is 5%. For biweekly and triweekly re-
sults, only two out of five days are significant and these weekdays are not
same. This raises an interesting question whether there exists a weekday
e↵ect which influences the predictive power of the short-term variance risk
premium. The monthly and quarterly results are consistent with the lit-
erature [Bollerslev et al., 2009, Carr and Wu, 2009, Bollerslev et al., 2011,
Bondarenko, 2014, Xiao and Zhou, 2015]. This analysis allows us to con-
clude that the framework is useful in constructing the implied information
for prediction purposes.
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